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Communist party and the Left Bloc,
who he worked with in the previous
legislature, or to negotiate with the
environmentalist group People-
Animals-Nature (PAN) Party and
the new party Livre, to form a
government. While a coalition
option remains on the table, Costa
has not ruled out working on a
case by case situation within
government instead.
Sunday’s legislative elections saw
a positive result for female
representatives, with 14 more
women elected than in 2015,
resulting in a total of 89 female
MPs elected, 42 by the PS, 26 by

the PPD / PSD, nine by the BE, five
by the PCP-PEV, three by the CDS-
PP, three by the PAN and one for
Livre.
The entry of three new political
forces into parliament and the rise
of the PAN party also marked the
night of the legislatures. Livre,
Liberal Initiative and Chega each
got their deputy in the Chamber,
which for the first time also
welcomes a deputy connoted with
the far right, André Ventura, the
leader of this third party.
Abstention rates also reached a
new high in the legislature,
reaching 45.5 percent.

Portuguese President Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa
has appointed António Costa as Prime Minister
and has asked him to form a government
following the elections on 6 October.

“Following the
parliamentary elections of
last Sunday, 6 October,
after hearing, in

constitutional terms, the parties
now represented in the new
Assembly of the Republic, and
taking into account the election
results, the President of the
Republic has nominated Dr.
António Costa, secretary General
of the PS, as Prime Minister of the
XXII Constitutional Government “,
reads a note published on the
Presidency of the Republic’s
website.
In the same note, it is stated that
“after the official final results of the
elections have been published,
the first meeting of the new
parliament and the appointment
and inauguration of the
Government will be followed, and
within ten days of the nomination,
the submission of the
Government’s programme for
consideration by the Assembly of
the Republic “.
Portugal’s Socialist Party won
Sunday’s legislative elections with
36.65 percent of the vote, giving it
106 seats in the new parliament in
an election marked by the historic
defeat of the right and the entry of
three new parties in parliament.
According to data from the General
Secretariat of the Ministry of
Internal Administration, the Social

Democratic Party came second in
terms of votes, with 27.90 percent,
giving it 77 seats.
The Left Bloc had 9.67 percent of
the votes and 19 seats, the
Communist-led CDU coalition
6.46 percent and 12 seats, the
right-wing People’s Party (CDS-
PP) 4.25 percent and five seats,
People-Animals-Nature 3.28
percent and four seats, far-right
party Chega 1.30 percent and one
seat, the Liberal Initiative 1.29
percent and one seat, and left-
green party Livre 1.09 percent and
one seat.
The election night brought a bitter
taste to the CDS, which is reduced
to five deputies in the Assembly of
the Republic. Rui Rio’s PSD also
has one of its worst results with the
Social Democrats reaching 27.9
percent of the votes and 77
deputies.
The Socialist Party thus won with
20 more than in the previous
election four years ago, but 10
seats short of an outright majority,
for which it would need at least 116
members of parliament.
Due to the lack of a majority the
President called in all of the
leaders of the parties for meetings
following the elections before
announcing Costa as Prime
Minister for another term.
It is now down to Costa to open up
talks with his far left allies from the
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Rain comes to Portugal

Portugal’s powerful passport
According to the Henley Passport Index, Portuguese citizens are

among those who face the least restrictions when travelling to the four
corners of the globe.  Japan and Singapore lead the rankings with the
most travel-friendly passports, South Korea, Germany and Finland
came in second place, with their passports being able to access 188
countries.  Completing the five most travel-friendly passports are
Denmark, Italy and Luxembourg at number three (187 countries),
France, Sweden and Spain at number four (186),with Portugal, Austria
and the Netherlands coming in at number five (185).  The 2019 ranking
sees Portugal placed ahead of the UK, the US, Ireland and Australia

British couple drown at Zambujeira do Mar
A 34 year old English man and 33 year old English woman have

drowned at Zambujeira do Mar in the municipality of Odemira.  The
incident occurred on 6 October at 2.30pm according to the Beja District
Relief Operations Command (CDOS).  According to the CDOS, the two
victims were rescued from the sea and received resuscitation, however
this was not sufficient to save either of them.  Rui Pedro Filipe, the local
commander of the Sines Maritime Police told Lusa: “The 33 year old
woman was in the water and got into trouble and was clinging to a rock
which led to the man attempting to rescue her however as they
attempted to return to the shore they disappeared into the sea.”

314 fined for using mobile phones while driving
More than 300 people were fined last week for driving while using

their mobile phones, an average of 45 per day, as part of the “Phone
off” operation carried out throughout the country by the police.
Between 30 September and 6 October, police detected 314 offences
for using a mobile phone while driving. During this period, police
carried out 446 stop and check operations (an average of 63 per day),
15,376 vehicles were inspected and 110 people arrested (an average
of 16 people per day, for road crimes alone).

Ryanair launches two new Portuguese routes
Ryanair has announced two new summer 2020 routes from Porto

and Lisbon to Malaga, both with three-time weekly services, and from
Lisbon to Valencia with a three-time weekly service commencing in
March 2020.  Portuguese consumers and visitors can now book their
summer holidays to Malaga and Valencia as far out as October 2020.

“Harvest of the decade” for Vinho Verde
Monção winery has expressed “excellent expectations” about the

2019 harvest, considering that it may be the “harvest of the decade”.
Ponte da Barca and Arcos de Valdevez wineries near Viana do Castelo,
also said, they were expecting an “excellent harvest” in 2019, marked
by “fresher and more aromatic wines”.  In Monção, municipality that
together with Melgaço forms a demarcated sub-region of Vinho Verde,
and where the Alvarinho grape variety is most common, the president of
Adega de Monção, Armando Fontainhas, said that “the summer
helped good maturations,” adding that the quantity of grape will be
“similar to 2018, but the quality of wines will be higher”.

Rain is predicted across Portugal this coming week, however temperatures are to stillRain is predicted across Portugal this coming week, however temperatures are to stillRain is predicted across Portugal this coming week, however temperatures are to stillRain is predicted across Portugal this coming week, however temperatures are to stillRain is predicted across Portugal this coming week, however temperatures are to still
remain mildremain mildremain mildremain mildremain mild

Lisbon:Lisbon:Lisbon:Lisbon:Lisbon: Clouds will be rolling
in to the capital from the
weekend with the chance of rain
each day increasing as the week
progresses.  Temperatures are
to remain mild  with average
highs of  24 degrees and lows of
16 degrees.

The South:The South:The South:The South:The South: It will be feeling
cooler this week in the south as
cloud cover increases along with
the chance of rain. Temperatures
will see average highs of 23
degrees and lows of 17 degrees
while there will be a chance of
rain on Monday and Tuesday.

The North:The North:The North:The North:The North: Rain is predicted
for the entire week in the north of
Portugal with the heaviest
showers expected on Sunday
and Monday.  Temperatures will
average highs of 20 degrees and
lows of 14 and the driest day is
expected on Saturday

as Prime Minister. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)as Prime Minister. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)as Prime Minister. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)as Prime Minister. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)as Prime Minister. (Photo: Lusa/Miguel A. Lopes)
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Pollution suspends fishing on Tua River
in Mirandela indefinitely

KIM
SCHIFFMANNNNNN

Fishing has been banned on the Rio Tua since 7 October when “dead fish and very dirty water began toFishing has been banned on the Rio Tua since 7 October when “dead fish and very dirty water began toFishing has been banned on the Rio Tua since 7 October when “dead fish and very dirty water began toFishing has been banned on the Rio Tua since 7 October when “dead fish and very dirty water began toFishing has been banned on the Rio Tua since 7 October when “dead fish and very dirty water began to
appear” on a six kilometre stretch. (Photo: Lusa/Pedro Sarmento Costa)appear” on a six kilometre stretch. (Photo: Lusa/Pedro Sarmento Costa)appear” on a six kilometre stretch. (Photo: Lusa/Pedro Sarmento Costa)appear” on a six kilometre stretch. (Photo: Lusa/Pedro Sarmento Costa)appear” on a six kilometre stretch. (Photo: Lusa/Pedro Sarmento Costa)

Pollution due to discharges on the Tua River led the
Mirandela Hunting and Fishing Club to indefinitely suspend
fishing on its section, President João Ribeiro said.

F ishing has been banned
since 7 October and the
decision, as told to Lusa,
was taken after Sunday

linking Mirandela to Valpaços.
Factory officials rejected
responsibilities in the last
incident of 22 September, which
is being investigated by GNR and
the Portuguese Environment
Agency (APA).
Mirandela Municipal Civil
Protection Services were
alerted  to the existence of dead
fish near the Eixes reservoir on
22 September and immediately
went there.
On the same day, they met with
the Portuguese Environment
Agency (APA), GNR,
environmental services and
Vale do Tua Regional Natural
Park to articulate the measures
to be taken to resolve the
situation.
The first measure was to
contain fish in the affected area,
which were later removed from
the river using nets.
At the same time a sanitation
collection truck was also used
to remove the cream from the
possible surface discharge, in a
joint operation of the municipal
civil protection services of
Mirandela and Valpaços.

when “dead fish and very dirty
water began to appear” on the
section that stretches six
kilometres to the weir bridge, in

the Mirandela city.
According to the authorities, the
problem also arises from the
upstream discharges into the

Eixes area on 22 September,
after the Mirandela Municipal
Civil Protection had already
removed from the Tua River
“1,200 kilograms of dead fish”.
On Sunday, pollution spread and
the Club decided, at the
suggestion of the Institute for
Nature Conservation and Forests
(ICNF) to suspend fishing
indefinitely.
The president of the club told
Lusa that even if conditions are
restored and pollution
disappears, this institution will
analyse whether or not to resume
fishing, because “we must also
think about the recovery of
species” affected by the death of
the last days.
The practice of fishing is
prohibited until further notice,
either sporting or so-called dead
fishing, in which the fish are
returned to the river.
Pollutant discharges into the Tua
River are a recurring problem
attributed to a factory that works
in the area and has also been
contested for the fumes and fogs
that are allegedly causing
frequent accidents on the road
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Algarve occupancy rates at
87.4% in September

Over 150 new tourist
projects licensed in first
semester

The occupancyThe occupancyThe occupancyThe occupancyThe occupancy
rate per roomrate per roomrate per roomrate per roomrate per room
in thein thein thein thein the
Algarve’sAlgarve’sAlgarve’sAlgarve’sAlgarve’s
accommodationaccommodationaccommodationaccommodationaccommodation
units stood atunits stood atunits stood atunits stood atunits stood at
87.4 percent87.4 percent87.4 percent87.4 percent87.4 percent
in September,in September,in September,in September,in September,
a 1.4a 1.4a 1.4a 1.4a 1.4
percentagepercentagepercentagepercentagepercentage
point increasepoint increasepoint increasepoint increasepoint increase
compared tocompared tocompared tocompared tocompared to
the samethe samethe samethe samethe same
period inperiod inperiod inperiod inperiod in
2018.2018.2018.2018.2018.
(Photo: TPN)(Photo: TPN)(Photo: TPN)(Photo: TPN)(Photo: TPN)

During the first six months of 2019, a total of 166During the first six months of 2019, a total of 166During the first six months of 2019, a total of 166During the first six months of 2019, a total of 166During the first six months of 2019, a total of 166
tourist developments in mainland Portugal weretourist developments in mainland Portugal weretourist developments in mainland Portugal weretourist developments in mainland Portugal weretourist developments in mainland Portugal were
licensed.l icensed.l icensed.l icensed.l icensed.

According to data obtained by Confidencial Imobiliário
from the energy pre-certificates issued by ADENE, the
portfolio considers all types of tourism projects, ranging
from hotels to hostels, apart-hotels, guest houses, inns,
tourist villages, rural tourism units or camping sites, among
others.

Data for the first semester showed that the North and
Alentejo regions are the most dynamic, with 36 (22
percent) and 32 (19 percent) tourism projects respectively
in the pipeline, with the remaining regions concentrating
portfolios of between 29 and 20 projects, i.e. with quotas
ranging from 12 percent to 17 percent. The Lisbon
Metropolitan Area has in the pipeline 29 projects and the
Porto Metropolitan Area has 25 projects.

The tourist projects accounted for in the first half of the
year are spread over 95 municipalities, especially Lisbon,
with 18 projects, and Porto, with 13. The municipalities of
Grândola and Santiago do Cacém, both on the Atlantic
Coast, are also clear destinations for this investment,
concentrating pipelines of, respectively, 6 and 5 new
tourism projects in the semester. Vila Nova de Gaia is
another municipality with very dynamic tourism real estate,
hosting 4 projects, followed by Matosinhos with 3 projects,
a portfolio matched by Cascais, Mafra and Loures, in AM
Lisbon; and in Loulé, Castro Marim, Lagoa and Aljezur, all
in the Algarve.

Another 14 municipalities have two new tourism projects
in their portfolio in this period, adding to this list another 68
municipalities in which there is a project in portfolio.

In cumulative terms, from January 2017 to June 2019,
the country’s real estate development pipeline records the
licensing of 668 tourism projects, in a portfolio totalling
over 1.4 million m2. In terms of dynamics, the first half of
2019 shows a growth of 23 percent compared to 2018
(considering the average of 136 projects launched per
semester in that year) and 44 percent compared to the
semi-annual pace of launch of new tourism projects
registered in 2017 ( 116 projects per semester).

An increase in British tourists to the region and a rise in turnover helped to make
September a positive month for tourism in the Algarve.

The occupancy rate per room
in the Algarve’s
accommodation units stood
at 87.4 percent in

September, a 1.4 percentage point
increase compared to the same
period in 2018, the region’s main
hotel association announced.
The Association of Hotels and
Tourism Enterprises of the Algarve
(AHETA) said the data compiled by
its research office on occupation per
room last month amounted to a 4.6
percent increase in turnover,
compared to September 2018.
This increase in turnover also

allowed the accommodation units in
the region to achieve a “cumulative
increase of +3.2 percent since the
beginning of the year,” AHETA said in
a statement.
“The British market contributed the
most to the increase, with 1.2
percentage points [pp] more,
followed by the Irish (+0.5 pp) and
the Spanish (+0.4 pp)”, according to
AHETA, a business association
based in Albufeira.
While the number of British and Irish
tourists was up, on the other hand,
the greatest decreases in tourists
from specific countries came from

the “German (-2.3 pp) and Dutch (-
0.4 pp) markets”.
AHETA also revealed that, since the
beginning of 2019, the occupancy
rate per room in the Algarve
accommodation units “remains at
the same level as in the same period
of 2018 (+0.3 percent)”.
Data by geographical areas placed
Lagos/Sagres as the one that
registered the biggest decrease in
September, with 4.3 percent less
than in the same period last year,
while Monte Gordo/Vila Real de
Santo António showed the biggest
increase (+8.9 percent).
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€6 million investment for fire protection
equipment

ASAE warns of false inspectors

The National Emergency and Civil Protection Authority will spend about €6 million by
2020 on the purchase of Personal Protective Equipment for fire brigades.

ASAE pointsASAE pointsASAE pointsASAE pointsASAE points
out thatout thatout thatout thatout that
“under no“under no“under no“under no“under no
circumstancescircumstancescircumstancescircumstancescircumstances
do inspectorsdo inspectorsdo inspectorsdo inspectorsdo inspectors
make anymake anymake anymake anymake any
direct contactdirect contactdirect contactdirect contactdirect contact
with economicwith economicwith economicwith economicwith economic
operators foroperators foroperators foroperators foroperators for
the paymentthe paymentthe paymentthe paymentthe payment
of fines”.of fines”.of fines”.of fines”.of fines”.
(Photo: Lusa)(Photo: Lusa)(Photo: Lusa)(Photo: Lusa)(Photo: Lusa)

The Food and Economic Safety Authority (ASAE) have warned of theThe Food and Economic Safety Authority (ASAE) have warned of theThe Food and Economic Safety Authority (ASAE) have warned of theThe Food and Economic Safety Authority (ASAE) have warned of theThe Food and Economic Safety Authority (ASAE) have warned of the
practice of deception by a man posing as an inspector of the authority inpractice of deception by a man posing as an inspector of the authority inpractice of deception by a man posing as an inspector of the authority inpractice of deception by a man posing as an inspector of the authority inpractice of deception by a man posing as an inspector of the authority in
food and beverage establishments in the Lisbon district.food and beverage establishments in the Lisbon district.food and beverage establishments in the Lisbon district.food and beverage establishments in the Lisbon district.food and beverage establishments in the Lisbon district.

In a statement, ASAE
said it had already received
notification of several
occurrences in the district
of Lisbon.

“The false inspector is
usually contacting
businesses via telephone
to intimidate
establishments by
requesting the immediate
bank transfer of a certain
amount to pay a false fine,”

ASAE said in the note.
As a result, ASAE points

out that “under no
circumstances do
inspectors make any direct
contact with economic
operators for the payment
of fines”.

The Authority clarifies
that all procedures are
done by normal and legal
means.

Therefore, “economic

operators shall not
comply with any request
by any alleged inspector
making the requests
described above, but
should immediately
contact the police force in
the area in order to
enable the arrest in the
act of those who
improperly impersonate
law enforcement officials
usurping their functions.”

According to the resolution
authorising the National
Emergency and Civil
Protection Authority

(ANEPC) to pay for the purchase of
personal protective equipment for
fire-fighters, an application was
made for the Sustainability and
Resource Efficiency Operational
Programme (POSEUR), which has
already been approved and
contracted with a co-financing rate
of 75 percent.
Accordingly, ANEPC may make the
expenditure up to a maximum of
€5.9 million, plus VAT, “provided it
has European funding with an
approved application and is subject
to national funding of a maximum of
€1.5 million.”
The resolution states that, this year,
ANEPC may spend around
€403,000 and in 2020 more than
€5.5 million.
The National Emergency and Civil
Protection Authority is responsible

for contributing to the retrofitting of
humanitarian fire brigade
associations in the context of civil
protection and relief activities.
“Following the efforts being made to
improve the resilience of the
national civil protection system, and
assuming that climate change
potentiates the problem of fires and
require greater intervention
capacities, the Special Rural Fire
Fighting Device (DECIR), and in
particular the fire brigades, must be
equipped with Personal Protective
Equipment”, stresses the resolution.
In this context, according to the
Diário da República, it is intended to
increase “the training of fire-fighters
with personal protective equipment,
thus increasing the operational
capacities within the scope of
DECIR, contributing to the reduction
of the burned area, the minimisation
of damage to natural and economic
resources and, above all, to
increase the security of populations.

The National Emergency and Civil Protection Authority will spend about €6 million by 2020 on theThe National Emergency and Civil Protection Authority will spend about €6 million by 2020 on theThe National Emergency and Civil Protection Authority will spend about €6 million by 2020 on theThe National Emergency and Civil Protection Authority will spend about €6 million by 2020 on theThe National Emergency and Civil Protection Authority will spend about €6 million by 2020 on the
purchase of Personal Protective Equipment for fire brigades. (Photo: Lusa)purchase of Personal Protective Equipment for fire brigades. (Photo: Lusa)purchase of Personal Protective Equipment for fire brigades. (Photo: Lusa)purchase of Personal Protective Equipment for fire brigades. (Photo: Lusa)purchase of Personal Protective Equipment for fire brigades. (Photo: Lusa)
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Is DIY expat financial planning a good idea?
In recent years it has become something of a trend for the masses to distrust experts. Instead, many of us decide to go it
alone when tackling life’s challenges because we all know Google can diagnose health symptoms and watching a short
YouTube video can help you install a new shower!

ADVICE FROM BLACKTOWERADVICE FROM BLACKTOWERADVICE FROM BLACKTOWERADVICE FROM BLACKTOWERADVICE FROM BLACKTOWER
The Blacktower Group was formed in 1986 and has earned its reputation providing wealth

management and pensions planning advice to clients in the UK as well as those who are resident
abroad. Our proven and bespoke service can help you accomplish your financial goals.

With offices in the Algarve and Cascais and representatives servicing expats all over Portugal, we can
help you today by calling 289 355 685 or 214 648 220 or email info@blacktowerfm.com. All companies
under the Blacktower Group are Regulated/Licenced in the locations they are positioned. For full details
on how and who we are regulated by please visit www.theblacktowergroup.com

Article by: Antonio Rosa,Article by: Antonio Rosa,Article by: Antonio Rosa,Article by: Antonio Rosa,Article by: Antonio Rosa,
Joint Country Manager -Joint Country Manager -Joint Country Manager -Joint Country Manager -Joint Country Manager -
LisbonLisbonLisbonLisbonLisbon

www.theblacktowergroup.com

But if you are
considering your
wealth
management and

retirement planning
journey, and are having
reservations about hiring a
professional to help you
plan and manage your
money, is this a sensible
approach? What is
involved in DIY expat
financial planning, and is it
going to fit in with your
expat lifestyle in Lisbon?

Are you cut out for DIYAre you cut out for DIYAre you cut out for DIYAre you cut out for DIYAre you cut out for DIY
wealth management?wealth management?wealth management?wealth management?wealth management?
When it comes to financial
planning, a ‘do-it-yourself’
approach brings with it a
great many ongoing
responsibilities. To fulfill
the required tasks you will
need to ensure that you not
only have the necessary
knowledge, expertise and
practical skills but also the
time, organisation and
emotional resilience
which are integral to the
investment process.
There are five key criteria
essential to DIY financial
planning*:

1. You should love the
investment process and be
so passionate about
investing strategies that
financial pursuits already
take up a large part of your
leisure time. If your
bedside reading consists
of books on economic
theory, if you enjoy an
extended breakfast with
the Financial Times, and
you consider attending an
investing seminar to be a
relaxing break, you might
just be suited to managing
your own wealth.

2. Another important
qualifier for the DIY expat
financial planner is the
ability to comfortably make
decisions about your
financial future. This
means that you must not
feel overwhelmed by the
process and the high

stakes, and that this
responsibility does not
cause you to lose sleep at
night.

3. You will need to be time-
rich and prefer to spend
time reviewing your
portfolios rather than
playing golf at Estoril
Palacio or hanging out
with grandchildren. It
sounds harsh, but it’s true.
Good investment
decisions require
research, planning and
accuracy.

4. You will need to be able
to withstand market
volatility without making
rash decisions. Investment
portfolios inevitably lose
and gain value during
times of economic
instability and you must be
able to withstand ups and
downs in the value of your
assets and investments
without making knee jerk
trades or heat-chasing
purchases.

5. Can you keep your eyes
on the long-game? It is
easy for the self-investor to
dip into their savings
accounts, pensions and
other assets without fully
appreciating how this
might affect future returns.
Budgeting and time-
horizon planning are key in
this respect.

Only if the above describes
you to a tee would you be a
likely candidate for DIY
financial planning.
Robo-advisers – Are they a
good compromise?
Robo-advisers might
seem like the perfect
halfway point between DIY
investment and working
with a human financial
adviser. However, in reality
most investment platforms
are little more than
glorified algorithms that
take some account of your
risk tolerance and goals,
following a short

questionnaire, before
grafting your funds into a
pre-constructed portfolio.
They are not personalised,
cannot talk to you, cannot
listen to you, and cannot
help you stay disciplined
during times of volatility. In
contrast, a professional
financial adviser will
develop a relationship
with you and will integrate
your finances, tax
considerations and estate
plans while also taking
account of all the unique
cross-border concerns
that go hand-in-hand with
being an expat living in
Lisbon.
Lastly, a robo-adviser
cannot know – or care – if
you are having health
issues, have a grandchild
with special educational

needs or are wondering
about the financial
implications of a divorce; a
human adviser can make
an  invaluable difference
at the times when you
need expert, bespoke
advice the most.
Tried and tested expertise
to advance your interests
Blacktower Financial
Management has more
than three decades of
experience advancing the
financial interests of our
clients. We can help you
weather the financial
uncertainties and
ramifications of
challenging times – such
as Brexit – so that you can
be secure in the
knowledge that your
money will continue to
work for you.

We believe that attempting
to negotiate Brexit is likely
to present too many
challenges for the expat in
Lisbon – both emotionally
and practically – for DIY
money management to be
a prudent option. The
expat financial advice
sector remains integral to
helping British people
abroad reach their
retirement investment
goals, particularly in
Lisbon, where a climate of
innovation and opportunity
has created real
excitement and
momentum.

For more information
about our services and
expertise, speak with our
expat financial advice
team in Lisbon today.

*   *   *   *   *   According to
Investopedia:  https://
www.investopedia.com/
articles/personal-finance/
060415/financial-planning-
can-you-do-it-yourself.asp
Accessed 30-09-19
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BLiP – Your chance to meet the team

State sentenced to pay €16,000 to two lawyers

The Portugal News will be at the BLiP exhibition this weekend in Portimão, making this the perfect opportunity to come and
meet the team, pick up a paper, and to be in with a chance of winning some great prizes!

The Better Living in Portugal (BLiP)
exhibition is being held on 12 and
13 October at the Portimão Arena
and opens at 10am each

morning, running until 6pm on Saturday
and 4pm on Sunday.
Organised by afpop, the exhibition is an all
inclusive event with a wide range of
businesses showcasing their services to
residents in Portugal, including everything
from health care to financial services,
property, consular services and much more.
You can find The Portugal NewsThe Portugal NewsThe Portugal NewsThe Portugal NewsThe Portugal News on
stand 28 in the arena, next to the stage
area.  Come and visit the stand where you
will be able to chat with members of the
team, pick up a copy of the newspaper and
be in with a chance of winning some great
prizes, including:
•  A round of golf at a Pestana Pestana Pestana Pestana Pestana course

The European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR) has ordered the
Portuguese state to pay €16,000
to two lawyers who had been
convicted by Portuguese courts
for defaming a judge.

The ECtHR found that there had
been a violation of Article 10 of the
Convention concerning freedom
of expression and ordered the

state to pay €5,300 to a lawyer
identified as L.P. and €10,793 to
his colleague Pedro Miguel
Carvalho. The Portuguese state
was also ordered to pay pecuniary
damages amounting to €11,600.

The two lawyers had been
convicted in the first instance of
defamation of a judge in a trial
session, and the sentence was

confirmed in the Guimarães Court
of Appeal in 2012.

In 2009, two gipsy people,
represented by Pedro Carvalho,
filed complaints against the judge
for defamation and racial
discrimination due to comments
at trial.

The prosecution closed the
case, but the two complainants,

again represented by Pedro
Carvalho, filed a private complaint
about defamation in which they
requested compensation of
€10,000 from the judge.

In 2011, the magistrate brought
a civil action against Carvalho,
arguing that he filed an
unfounded criminal complaint
against him, and the lawyer was

ordered to pay €10,000 with
interest for late payment.

Now, the European Court has
found that the decisions taken by
the Portuguese courts constituted
interference with the exercise of
freedom of expression and that
the lawyers’ considerations did
not exceed the limits of the
permitted criticism. TPN/Lusa

•  A night’s stay at a Vila GaléVila GaléVila GaléVila GaléVila Galé Hotel
•  A night’s stay and tennis lesson at
Rocha Brava Village ResortRocha Brava Village ResortRocha Brava Village ResortRocha Brava Village ResortRocha Brava Village Resort
•  A meal for two at Taste Taste Taste Taste Taste restaurant in
Carvoeiro
•  A meal for two at Chill InsideChill InsideChill InsideChill InsideChill Inside in Lagoa
•  A PC spring clean worth €45 from
Algarve Computer CentreAlgarve Computer CentreAlgarve Computer CentreAlgarve Computer CentreAlgarve Computer Centre
•  A pedicure from Mirjam Seybold daMirjam Seybold daMirjam Seybold daMirjam Seybold daMirjam Seybold da
Si lvaSi lvaSi lvaSi lvaSi lva
•  One hour training session for Apple/
Windows from Algarve ComputerAlgarve ComputerAlgarve ComputerAlgarve ComputerAlgarve Computer
CentreCentreCentreCentreCentre
BLiP is free to attend and parking is also
free at the arena.  The event is the perfect
opportunity to meet with local businesses,
gain important advice, learn more about
Portugal and about living here.
For further information about BLiP, please
visit www.betterlivinginportugal.com Come and meet The Portugal News team at the BLiP exhibition on 12 and 13 October. Come and meet The Portugal News team at the BLiP exhibition on 12 and 13 October. Come and meet The Portugal News team at the BLiP exhibition on 12 and 13 October. Come and meet The Portugal News team at the BLiP exhibition on 12 and 13 October. Come and meet The Portugal News team at the BLiP exhibition on 12 and 13 October.
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SCHIFFMANNNNNNNPortuguese cities push for recognition
Viana do Castelo and Guarda city councils are both vying for
European candidacies to help to raise the profiles of their cities.

Viana do Castelo City Council ahas nnounced that it had formalised the candidacy of theViana do Castelo City Council ahas nnounced that it had formalised the candidacy of theViana do Castelo City Council ahas nnounced that it had formalised the candidacy of theViana do Castelo City Council ahas nnounced that it had formalised the candidacy of theViana do Castelo City Council ahas nnounced that it had formalised the candidacy of the
capital of Alto Minho for the European City of Sport in 2022.capital of Alto Minho for the European City of Sport in 2022.capital of Alto Minho for the European City of Sport in 2022.capital of Alto Minho for the European City of Sport in 2022.capital of Alto Minho for the European City of Sport in 2022.

The Viana do
Castelo City
Council
announced on 7

October that it had
formalised the candidacy
of the capital of Alto Minho
for the European City of
Sport in 2022.
In a statement, the
municipality explained that
“the intention of candidacy
was expressed in a
meeting between the
mayor, José Maria Costa,
the councillor of Sport, Vítor
Lemos, and the president
of ACES PORTUGAL -
Portuguese Association of
European Cities of Sport,
Nuno Santos.
“Viana do Castelo
assumes itself as a healthy
city, friendly to  sport and
the promotion of healthy
lifestyles. The county
presents itself as a
privileged place for the
practice of diverse
modalities, from nature
sport, to  water sports and
‘indoor’ sport,” says the
municipality in the press
release.
In January 2019, during the
III Sports Gala of Viana do
Castelo, the municipality
“honoured 162 athletes
who, in 2017, won the first
place on the podium in
national, European or
world level, in dozens of
modalities”.
In the note, the municipality
also underlines the “strong
bet” on the Sea Centre
project that aims “the
development of
recreational boating and

water sports and the
strengthening of Viana do
Castelo’s position as a
maritime city”.
“The Centre of the Sea is
thus constituted as an
aggregating pole of
nautical tourism, through
the articulation in network
of a set of activities that
include the construction
and repair of pleasure
craft, the expansion and
qualification of nautical
facilities, the nautical
tourism and the
valorisation of a set of
patrimonial and
environmental elements,
enhancing the creation of
new related activities and
new competences, namely
in the nautical services
area”, he adds.
That led to the construction
of the “Rowing, Sailing,
Canoeing and Surfing High
Performance Centre
(CAR), where the Nautical
Schools project is
promoted daily, through
which thousands of
students from Viana get in
contact with the river, sea
and water sports”.
In the current school year,
that project, which covers
the 2nd and 3rd cycles,
reaches 1,909 students
from 99 classes of 9
schools in the county.
In addition to boating in
schools, the Viana do
Castelo Chamber also
involves “thousands” of
students in three other
educational projects
related to sport: preschool
skating, with 320 students

from 18 classes from 15
schools, swimming,
promoted together from
primary school students,
which reaches 1,529
students from 80 classes
out of a total of 36 schools,
and athletics with 1,116
students.
A day later, on 8 October
the Guarda City Council
also announced that it will
release the city’s
candidacy for the 2027
European Capital of
Culture in Paris, from
Friday to Sunday, as part of
its participation in the
Montmartre Harvest
Festival.
“As the diaspora is the
main theme of this
application, participation in
one of the most important
events in the French
capital, where one of the
largest Portuguese
communities abroad is
resident, deserves the
utmost relevance,” said the
municipality in a statement
sent to Lusa agency.
According to the note, the
European Capital of
Culture candidacy of
Guarda will be presented
on Saturday (12 October),
in a session / debate to be
held at the ‘Auditorium de
l’Hôtel de Ville Paris’, from
10am to 12pm (local time),
by Councilman of the
culture Victor Amaral.
At the same session, the
Executive Coordinator of
the Geopark Star
Association, Emanuel de
Castro, will present the
Geopark Star project,

whose application was
recently approved by the
United Nations
Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO) at the 4th World
Geopark Council Session.
According to the note, the
opening session of the
initiative will be attended by
the mayor of Guarda,
Carlos Chaves Monteiro,
the councilman with the
responsibility of European
Affairs in the City of Paris,
Hermano Sanches Ruivo,
and the Ambassador of
Portugal in France, Jorge
Torres-Pereira.
Following the initiative,
there is a tasting of
endogenous products from
the Guarda region, such as
bread, sausages, wine and
Serra da Estrela cheese,

among others.
“The participation of
Guarda in this initiative
aims to promote a
partnership with the
‘Mairie’ [Chamber] of Paris
and other local authorities
in the framework of the
application for European
Capital of Culture,”
according to the statement.
The Grape Harvest Festival
will take place next to the
Sacré Coeur - Montmartre
Basilica in Paris, and the
participation of the
municipality of Guarda is
made in partnership with
the municipality of Figueira
de Castelo Rodrigo.
Guarda’s entourage will
also participate on
Saturday afternoon in the
Lusofonia Gala 2019,
which will mention the

city’s candidacy for the
European Capital of
Culture.
According to the source,
Gaurda’s application is
“regional and cross-
border”, involving 17
municipalities of the Beiras
and Serra da Estrela
Intermunicipal Community,
the Douro, the Association
of Historic Villages and
Schist Villages, as well as
municipalities and
institutions of Spain.
The European Parliament
approved on 13 June 2017
the list of Member States
that will host the European
capitals of culture from
2020 to 2033, which
foresees that a Portuguese
city will be capital in 2027,
along with a Latvian
locality.
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70,000 expected at Lisbon Web Summit

Algarve hotels on track for ICT
The Web Summit will take place from 4 to 7 November at Parque das Nações in Lisbon.The Web Summit will take place from 4 to 7 November at Parque das Nações in Lisbon.The Web Summit will take place from 4 to 7 November at Parque das Nações in Lisbon.The Web Summit will take place from 4 to 7 November at Parque das Nações in Lisbon.The Web Summit will take place from 4 to 7 November at Parque das Nações in Lisbon.

Algarve hotels already incorporate information and communication technologies (ICT) into their daily business, but there isAlgarve hotels already incorporate information and communication technologies (ICT) into their daily business, but there isAlgarve hotels already incorporate information and communication technologies (ICT) into their daily business, but there isAlgarve hotels already incorporate information and communication technologies (ICT) into their daily business, but there isAlgarve hotels already incorporate information and communication technologies (ICT) into their daily business, but there is
still “a long way to go”, said the head of a study commissioned by the Algarve Hotel and Similar Industry Association.still “a long way to go”, said the head of a study commissioned by the Algarve Hotel and Similar Industry Association.still “a long way to go”, said the head of a study commissioned by the Algarve Hotel and Similar Industry Association.still “a long way to go”, said the head of a study commissioned by the Algarve Hotel and Similar Industry Association.still “a long way to go”, said the head of a study commissioned by the Algarve Hotel and Similar Industry Association.

The study highlights that
100 percent of the 50
surveyed hotels already
have an online presence,

84 percent have their own
page (most in three
languages), and 98 percent
allow online bookings,

representing 40 percent of
sales, with uncertainty as to
means of payment and
process reliability being
the main difficulties
encountered.

The study’s director,
João Soeiro, pointed out
that entrepreneurs knew
how to look at the
“changing market and
customers” with some
attention and had realised
“the importance of the
technology area that will be
decisive in the coming
years”.

It is important to know and
compare with what you are
doing,” he said.

The intention now is to
disclose the results, “not
particularising what each
one does”, but contributing
to each “can apply and
improve your business,” he
said.

Technologies are seen
as added value, especially
in the form of sales,
product promotion to other
market segments and
attracting direct customers.
However, most
respondents invest less
than 5 percent of revenues
in ICT and decision making
is concentrated in
administrations or
management (90 percent).

Almost half (42 percent)
of the implementation
processes are still in their
early stages and only 24
percent are considered
mature, with a successful
implementation, with
almost 20 percent doing
nothing because they
consider it unnecessary for
the business.

João Soeiro considers
that “there is a lack of ICT-
specialised human
resources”, since “it is not
possible to manage hotels
without data analysis”, and
that you need to have an
integrated vision to be able
to “keep up with the
consumer, what he
expects and how” you can
surprise him, “in order to
make him come back”.

The results of the work
also highlighted the need
to “be close to the hoteliers,
to guide them, giving the
best tactical and strategic
support”, so that everyone
can migrate consistently to
“keep up with the future”,
he said.

The study indicates that
companies are “just getting
started” and, therefore, no
major differences were
found in the use of these
technologies between, for
example, units of various
types, and it is important to

continue to “monitor the
use” of these technologies.

The association’s
president, João do Adro,
told Lusa that it was
possible to understand the
reality of the application of
these technologies in the
sector, so that “we can
improve what we already
do”, but stressed that it is
necessary to learn to work
together.

“One of Portugal’s
problems is thinking that
we can work alone. Any
midsize hotel works alone.

KIM
SCHIFFMANN

NNNNN

Web Summit co-founder Paddy Cosgrave has said he expects about 70,000 participants, including 1,800 start-ups, at the
fourth conference, which will take place from 4 to 7 November at Parque das Nações in Lisbon.

“We already have the most incredible
speakers, such as Tinder’s CEO,
Huawei’s chairperson, Wikimedia’s
CEO, two European commissioners

and many others. We expect 70,000
participants, including 1,800 start-ups, 1,500
investors and 2,000 members of the media,”
Paddy Cosgrave, executive president of the
Web Summit, told Lusa.
In addition to assuming that the organisation
is very excited to see some of the initiatives,
such as women in technology and
planet:tech, Paddy Cosgrave said that the
2019 edition is also focused on climate
change.
“We are moving towards an event free of the
use of plastics and much of the content that
we will have on planet:tech is based on the
role that technology can play in combating
climate change. And this ends up
highlighting the work that the Web Summit
can do by creating a network of
environmental connections that can be
translated into post-event projects,” he said.
Given the expectation of 70,000 participants

in the technology conference, there are still
many preparations and work in progress,
developed by a very talented team that has
continuously made high-quality events, he
said.
“We expect to sell-out the event sooner than
ever. With more than 20 stages, we are able
to attract experts from a wide range of
sectors to talk to our audience about topics
as different as the future of artificial
intelligence, the challenges around data
protection or the urgency of adopting
sustainable behaviours to protect our planet
from the threat of climate change,” he said.
Due to the agreement signed in 2018
between the government, Lisbon City
Council and Paddy Cosgrave, the Web
Summit will remain in the Portuguese
capital for 10 years.
“We have an office in Lisbon, where 12
people work, and we are planning to expand
our presence in Portugal. We are currently
hiring for various areas, from software
development to event organisation,” the co-
founder of the Web Summit added.
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International walking football
tournament

Registration
open for
Mamamaratona
The countdown toThe countdown toThe countdown toThe countdown toThe countdown to
Mamamaratona has begun,Mamamaratona has begun,Mamamaratona has begun,Mamamaratona has begun,Mamamaratona has begun,
with registration now openwith registration now openwith registration now openwith registration now openwith registration now open
for the run/walk which thisfor the run/walk which thisfor the run/walk which thisfor the run/walk which thisfor the run/walk which this
year will be taking place inyear will be taking place inyear will be taking place inyear will be taking place inyear will be taking place in
the Loulé municipality.the Loulé municipality.the Loulé municipality.the Loulé municipality.the Loulé municipality.

The charity event, organised
by the Oncology Association of
the Algarve (AOA), will take place
on 27 October, starting at 10am
from the Passeio da Dunas
promenade between Quarteira
and Vilamoura.

The event will be part of the
Algarve Tri Run 5,0 initiative
which has been taking place in
the Quarteira – Vilamoura area
for the past five years and
consists of three different events:
a triathlon, half marathon and a
mini marathon.

In addition to raising
awareness about cancer
prevention, particularly breast
cancer, the initiative aims to
raise awareness about healthy
living while raising funds for the
AOA.

For further information about
registration, please visit aoa.pt/
mamamaratona/

The tournament saw 36 teams, 6 pitches, 2 categories and
over 130 games over two days.

Teams from the Algarve,
England, Scotland,
France and Canada
gathered together at

Browns in Vilamoura last week
for the 5TH edition of the Algarve
Walking Football Cup.
In total, 16 teams took part in the

over 50s category and twenty in
the over 60s, with players just
starting their walking football
career to 80-year-old Peter
Walpole, winner of the “forever
young” award given to the oldest
participant in the tournament.
The game has grown both

Teams from the Algarve, England, Scotland, France and Canada gathered together for the 5Teams from the Algarve, England, Scotland, France and Canada gathered together for the 5Teams from the Algarve, England, Scotland, France and Canada gathered together for the 5Teams from the Algarve, England, Scotland, France and Canada gathered together for the 5Teams from the Algarve, England, Scotland, France and Canada gathered together for the 5ththththth edition of the edition of the edition of the edition of the edition of the
Algarve Walking Football Cup.Algarve Walking Football Cup.Algarve Walking Football Cup.Algarve Walking Football Cup.Algarve Walking Football Cup.

nationally and internationally
over recent years with the growth
the the Algarve alone being
significant (see the community
sports section for information on
sessions in the region).
Every player has their own
personal story on how the game

has improved their physical
health, but the common theme
is one of friendship and the
experience of sharing a
common passion for the sport.
The way the tournament at
Browns was structured is in itself
social; all the teams played
throughout the two day period,
with seven to eight games for
each team. The scores are
tallied up, and over 12 teams got
up on stage to accept their
trophy at the award ceremony
held at the tournament’s
barbeque.
In the over 50s category, Final
Cup winners were local team
Olhão, Plate winners Heart of
Midlothian, the Bowl Trophy went
to Sheffield Wednesday and
Tavira won the Wood Final.
The final classification of the over
60s category saw Birmingham
Greens victorious, Ormskirk
South winning the Plate final,
Tullibody Reds winners of the
Bowl Final and Tweedvale
Yellows accepting the winning
trophy for the Wood Final.
Next year Browns will host the
5th edition of the Browns
Walking Football Festival in May
followed by the 6th edition of the
Algarve Walking Football Cup in
October.
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€5.3b collected in taxes
on environmental
polluters

Galp to provide solar electricity from
June 2020

Last year, vehicle road tax represented 12.3 percent of those with environmentalLast year, vehicle road tax represented 12.3 percent of those with environmentalLast year, vehicle road tax represented 12.3 percent of those with environmentalLast year, vehicle road tax represented 12.3 percent of those with environmentalLast year, vehicle road tax represented 12.3 percent of those with environmental
relevance while vehicle tax was 14.9 percent (Photo: Lusa)relevance while vehicle tax was 14.9 percent (Photo: Lusa)relevance while vehicle tax was 14.9 percent (Photo: Lusa)relevance while vehicle tax was 14.9 percent (Photo: Lusa)relevance while vehicle tax was 14.9 percent (Photo: Lusa)

The Portuguese state collected 5.3 billion in taxes levied on
goods and services that harm the environment, 4.3 percent
more than in 2018.

Taxes with
environmental
relevance are
essentially those

levied on oil and energy
products, vehicle tax, road
tax and corresponded in
2018 to 7.4 percent of total
taxes levied, two tenths less
than in the previous year.
According to the National
Institute for Statistics (INE)
data, the tax on oil and
energy lost weight among

those with environmental
relevance from 2017 to
2018, falling from 69.2
percent of the total to 67.3
percent.
Last year, vehicle road tax
represented 12.3 percent
of those with
environmental relevance
while vehicle tax was 14.9
percent.
In categories, taxes on
energy constituted 72.1
percent of revenue, taxes

on transport 27.2 percent
and those on pollution and
resources represented
only 0.7 percent.
Other energy taxes -
including greenhouse gas
emission permits, which
more than doubled
between 2017 and 2018 -
accounted for 4.8 percent
of total revenue.
Most taxpayers - in 2017
data - were households
(49.9 percent).    TPN/Lusa

As of June 2020, oil and gas company
Galp will provide customers with solar
energy from 200 Megawatt (MW) parks in
Spain, through a framework agreement
with X-Elio.

According to a statement sent by Galp,
this operation includes several long-term
Power Purchase Agreements (PPA),
which have underlying solar power
generation projects of around 200 MW
and are in the final stages of development
in Spain, covering a total notional amount
of 358 Gigawatt-hours per year over a
period of 12 years.

According to Galp, this energy will be

enough to supply 140,000 homes and will
represent an annual reduction of 19,000
tons of CO2e emissions per year.

Solar energy from Spain will be
allocated to Galp’s electricity marketing
activity starting in June 2020.

“This agreement is part of Galp’s
strategy, as an integrated Iberian energy
company, to ensure balanced and
competitive supply sources for its
electricity distribution activities,
providing its customers with access to
efficient and environmentally
sustainable energy solutions”, clarifies
the statement.

     SolarSolarSolarSolarSolar
energyenergyenergyenergyenergy
from Spainfrom Spainfrom Spainfrom Spainfrom Spain
will bewill bewill bewill bewill be
allocated toallocated toallocated toallocated toallocated to
Galp’sGalp’sGalp’sGalp’sGalp’s
electricityelectricityelectricityelectricityelectricity
marketingmarketingmarketingmarketingmarketing
activityactivityactivityactivityactivity
starting instarting instarting instarting instarting in
June 2020.June 2020.June 2020.June 2020.June 2020.
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House prices rising at slower rate

Undersea data cable to connect Portugal to Brazil

Vila Vita Parc
Condé Nast
Traveler award

The Lisbon metropolitan area remains the most expensive region of theThe Lisbon metropolitan area remains the most expensive region of theThe Lisbon metropolitan area remains the most expensive region of theThe Lisbon metropolitan area remains the most expensive region of theThe Lisbon metropolitan area remains the most expensive region of the
country to buy a property. (Photo: Lusa)country to buy a property. (Photo: Lusa)country to buy a property. (Photo: Lusa)country to buy a property. (Photo: Lusa)country to buy a property. (Photo: Lusa)

Vila Vita Parc has beenVila Vita Parc has beenVila Vita Parc has beenVila Vita Parc has beenVila Vita Parc has been
recognised by Condé Nastrecognised by Condé Nastrecognised by Condé Nastrecognised by Condé Nastrecognised by Condé Nast
Traveler as the numberTraveler as the numberTraveler as the numberTraveler as the numberTraveler as the number
three Destination Spathree Destination Spathree Destination Spathree Destination Spathree Destination Spa
Resort in the world at itsResort in the world at itsResort in the world at itsResort in the world at itsResort in the world at its
reader’s Choice Awards.reader’s Choice Awards.reader’s Choice Awards.reader’s Choice Awards.reader’s Choice Awards.

More than 600,000 Condé
Nast Traveler readers across the
globe submitted a recording-
breaking number of responses
rating their travel experiences to
provide a full snapshot of where
and how people travel today.

Mr Gillig, General Manager at
VILA VITA Parc, said: “We are
thrilled that our brand-new Sisley
spa has been recognised by the
readers of Condé Nast Traveler
and we will continue to enhance
our wellness credentials so that
VILA VITA Parc remains one of
the go-to destinations in Portugal
for guests looking to improve
their health and wellbeing in
stylish surroundings.”
 The Condé Nast Traveler
Readers’ Choice Awards are the
longest-running and most
prestigious recognition of
excellence in the travel industry
and are commonly known as “the
best of the best of travel.”

The installation of a transatlantic submarine cable will connect Sines, in Portugal, to Fortaleza, in Brazil, representingThe installation of a transatlantic submarine cable will connect Sines, in Portugal, to Fortaleza, in Brazil, representingThe installation of a transatlantic submarine cable will connect Sines, in Portugal, to Fortaleza, in Brazil, representingThe installation of a transatlantic submarine cable will connect Sines, in Portugal, to Fortaleza, in Brazil, representingThe installation of a transatlantic submarine cable will connect Sines, in Portugal, to Fortaleza, in Brazil, representing
an investment of €170 million.an investment of €170 million.an investment of €170 million.an investment of €170 million.an investment of €170 million.

The cable will pass through
Cape Verde and the island of
Madeira, installing a data
transmission capacity of 73
terabits per second, the
municipality of Sines said in a
statement.

The infrastructure, called
EllaLink, will be implemented as

part of the BELLA (Building
European Link to Latin America)
project, which brings together
European and South American
science networks, and will be
financed by the European
Commission and private funds.

“The installation of the EllaLink
cable will allow the development

of a new digital and innovation
hub in Sines. We are working
with the consortium responsible
for installing the cable in order to
capture technological and digital
investment for the municipality,
which will contribute to the
diversification of our local
economy and the creation of a

new cluster in Sines,” said the
mayor, Nuno Mascarenhas.

According to the mayor, the
EllaLink consortium will build the
cable reception infrastructure
and a data processing station,
which will be located in the
industrial and logistics park of
Sines.

House prices in Portugal rose by 2.5 percent during the third quarter of 2019, representing the
smallest increase so far this year.

House prices in
Portugal now
average €1,981 per
square metre

according to the latest
idealista price index and while
this is a positive growth for the
sector at 15 percent year on
year, it is less than the growth
seen in the first two quarters
which stood at 3.3 percent and
4.5 percent respectively.
All regions of the country saw
growth quarter to quarter with
the exception of the Alentejo,
where prices fell by one
percent.  Highlighted in the
report was the region of the
Azores where prices increased

by 4.1 percent, followed by the
north which was up by 2.7
percent, Lisbon at 2.7 percent,
Madeira at 1.8 percent, the
Algarve at 1.4 percent and the
centre also saw a price
increase by one percent.
The Lisbon metropolitan area
remains the most expensive
region of the country with
average house prices at
€2,883 per square metre,
followed by the Algarve at an
average of €2,183 per square
metre.  At the opposite end of
the scale the Alentejo and
centre remain the cheapest
places to buy property at
€1,031 per square metre.
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NHR:  Changes in value-added
professions
Beginning in January of 2020, a modified catalogue of business activitiesBeginning in January of 2020, a modified catalogue of business activitiesBeginning in January of 2020, a modified catalogue of business activitiesBeginning in January of 2020, a modified catalogue of business activitiesBeginning in January of 2020, a modified catalogue of business activities
comes into force, benefiting a favourable tax regime aimed at attractingcomes into force, benefiting a favourable tax regime aimed at attractingcomes into force, benefiting a favourable tax regime aimed at attractingcomes into force, benefiting a favourable tax regime aimed at attractingcomes into force, benefiting a favourable tax regime aimed at attracting
professionals with diverse skills to Portugal.professionals with diverse skills to Portugal.professionals with diverse skills to Portugal.professionals with diverse skills to Portugal.professionals with diverse skills to Portugal.
These occupational profiles are now extended in light
of the difficulties experienced by employers in
various sectors in hiring workers since the inception
of the Non-Habitual Residency Regime 10 years ago.
The Portuguese Tax Authority (“AT”) has
overhauled the qualifying Non-Habitual Residency
professions eligible for the 20% flat-rate tax. Doctors,
engineers, university professors or specialists in
computer and communication technologies remain
in the new table. Other occupations, such as
psychologists, designers, geologists or
archaeologists have been struck off. New professions
include activities such as hotel management, catering,
trade and other service managers, farmers and skilled
agricultural and livestock workers, skilled forestry,
fishing and hunting workers or plant and machine
operators and assembly workers.
In addition, the new activity table leaves behind the
domestic model of the Economic Activity Codes
(CAE), adopting a compatible structure based on
direct equivalence to the diverse codes of the
Portuguese Classification of Professions (CPP).
These changes are intended to permit further
clarification of interpretative doubts, ensuring
greater accuracy in the statistical comparisons at a
European and international level.
New Table of NHR high value-added activities
The new table, which takes effect on January 1,
2020, is as follows:

I. Professional Activities (CPP codes):
112 General Managers and Executive

Managers of Companies;
12 Directors of Administrative and

Commercial Services;
13 Directors of Production and Specialized

Services;
14 Hotel, restaurant, trade and other service

managers;
21 Experts in the physical sciences,

mathematics, engineering and related
techniques;

221 Doctors;
2261 Dentists and Stomatologists;

231 University and Higher Education
Professors;

25 Information and Communication
Technology (ICT) Experts

264 Authors, journalists and linguists:
265 Creative and performing arts artists:
31 Intermediate science and engineering

technicians and professions;
35 Information and Communication

Technology Technicians;
61 Market-oriented farmers and skilled

agricultural and livestock workers;
62 Qualified forestry, fishing and hunting

workers;
07 Skilled professionals in construction as

well as craftsmen, skilled workers in
metallurgy, metalworking, food
processing, woodworking, clothing,
printing, crafts, precision instrument
manufacturing, jewellers, craftsmen,
electricity and electronics specialists;

08 Plant and machine operators and
assembly workers.

Workers in the above-mentioned professional
activities must have at least the European
Qualifications Framework qualification level 4 or
the International Type of Education Classification
level 35 or have five years of duly proven
professional experience.
II - Other professional activities:
Managers and managers of companies promoting
productive investment provided that they are eligible
for projects and with tax benefit concession agre-
ements entered into under the Investment Tax Code.
Net income in categories A and B earned on
activities of high value-added, whether scientific,
artistic or technical, by non-habitual residents in
Portuguese territory, will be taxed at the
autonomous rate of 20% with any withholding tax
(art. 101) made at the same rate.
Dennis Swing Greene is chairman
and International Tax Consultant for
euroFINESCOs.a. www.eurofinesco.com

DENNIS SWING
GREENE
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Portugal Property joins Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices

Portugal Property will now operate as Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices PortugalPortugal Property will now operate as Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices PortugalPortugal Property will now operate as Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices PortugalPortugal Property will now operate as Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices PortugalPortugal Property will now operate as Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices Portugal
PropertyPropertyPropertyPropertyProperty

Portugal Property will operate as Berkshire Hathaway HomeServices
Portugal Property.

company and its 43 agents
accounted for nearly €90.5
million in 2018. The
Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices network
generated about €113.5
billion in sales last year.
“We are very proud to make
Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices available in
Portugal,” explained
Vincent. “The brand is one
of the most respected,
trusted and admired
companies in the world. In
addition, it has a solid
portfolio of brokerages in the
Americas, Europe and
Dubai, and we anticipate a
successful exchange of
customer references with
these companies.”
Vincent explains that the
Berkshire Hathaway

Berkshire
Hathaway
HomeServices,
one of the fastest

growing real estate
franchise chains in the
world, have announced the
expansion to Portugal
through an agreement with
Portugal Property. As from
Friday 4 October the agency
will operate as Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices
Portugal Property.
Founded in 2008 by its CEO
Michael Vincent, Portugal
Property is the largest real

estate broker in the country
in terms of sales volume
and number of offices.
Portugal Property has been
the winner of the European
Property Awards for Best
Real Estate Agency in
Portugal and Best Real
Estate Agency Website in
Portugal for the past eight
years.
“Portugal is a key country in
our global expansion
strategy,” said Gino Blefari,
Chairman of the Board of
Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices. “The

Portuguese economy has
been assertively
responding to the
unfavourable global
scenario and the country’s
real estate market is
constantly growing. We are
delighted to go hand in
hand with Portugal’s best
real estate, Portugal
Property, which has
ambitious plans to make its
offer available to local and
global clients. ”
Portugal Property has
seven offices in Lisbon,
Porto and the Algarve. The

HomeServices brand will be
essential in attracting
international customers and
Portuguese consumers
looking for top levels of
expertise and guidance.
“Portugal Property is already
firmly established in
Portugal and we have now
added a world renowned
brand with abundant
resources. We are very
excited about the future, and
the future starts today. ”
Vincent plans to double the
number of brokerages in
the next five years. “We
believe that Berkshire
Hathaway HomeServices
will help us gain access to
new markets and more of
the world’s most influential
real estate investors who
are increasingly attracted to

Portugal. ” He says that “all
these arguments come
together to ensure our
success. We are very
excited about the prospect
of taking our business to
new levels. ”
Chris Stuart, CEO of
Berkshire Hathaway
HomeServices, underlines
the added value of adding
Portugal Property. “Michael
Vincent gives our network
two decades of experience
in the Portuguese real
estate market and a robust
team of agents and
employees,” he explains.
“We are delighted to
welcome the group and
excited about the
opportunity to help the
business grow at one of the
best European agencies.”
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Gwynne Dyer is anGwynne Dyer is anGwynne Dyer is anGwynne Dyer is anGwynne Dyer is an
independent journalistindependent journalistindependent journalistindependent journalistindependent journalist
whose articles arewhose articles arewhose articles arewhose articles arewhose articles are
published in 45 countries.published in 45 countries.published in 45 countries.published in 45 countries.published in 45 countries.

World View

Hopeless in Iraq
Four months of mass protests in the streets of Hong Kong, and thousands of injuries and arrests – but only
two gunshot wounds, both very recent and neither life-threatening.

IraqiIraqiIraqiIraqiIraqi
protestersprotestersprotestersprotestersprotesters
take part intake part intake part intake part intake part in
an anti-Iraqan anti-Iraqan anti-Iraqan anti-Iraqan anti-Iraq
governmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernmentgovernment
protest inprotest inprotest inprotest inprotest in
the al-the al-the al-the al-the al-
TayaranTayaranTayaranTayaranTayaran
square insquare insquare insquare insquare in
centralcentralcentralcentralcentral
Baghdad.Baghdad.Baghdad.Baghdad.Baghdad.
(Photo: EPA/(Photo: EPA/(Photo: EPA/(Photo: EPA/(Photo: EPA/
MurtajaMurtajaMurtajaMurtajaMurtaja
Lateef)Lateef)Lateef)Lateef)Lateef)

GWYNNE DYER
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systems in the world.
That’s what the young Iraqi
protesters are out in the
streets about: not
democracy, but corruption.
They are very young – most
are under 20 – and there are
simply no jobs for them.
They are condemned to
pass their frustrated lives in
idleness and poverty
because they lack the
political contacts that might
lead to employment.
There have been
intermittent anti-corruption
demonstrations in
Baghdad and Iraq’s big
southern cities since mid-
2018, and Tahrir Square in
the centre of the capital has
been occupied by a few
thousand protesters for the
past three months. But it
was only when they
decided to march on the
Green Zone on 1 October
that the killing started.
The heavily fortified Green
Zone was American
headquarters during the
occupation, and it is now
home to most government
offices. The protesters
were unarmed and non-
violent, so the safest thing
for the authorities to do
would have been to shut

the gates until they went
home for the evening.
Instead, the military and
police fools in charge
decided to blockade a
bridge leading to the Green
Zone. When the protesters
tried to cross, they were
met with tear gas and
rubber bullets, and then
with live bullets.
Only half a dozen young
men were killed that day,
but they were back in the
streets in far larger numbers
the next day and the
slaughter began in earnest.
This is not a revolution. It’s
more like a cry of pain and
despair by young Iraqis who
see no future for
themselves, and
unfortunately they are right.
Almost every country that
depends on a single natural
resource (usually oil) for
most of its income
experiences massive
corruption: politics
becomes mainly a struggle
for control of the money
flowing from that resource.
But the situation is much
worse in Iraq because
corruption has become
embedded in the structure
of all the main political
parties.
Each party controls one or
more government
ministries, but instead of
spending that ministry’s
share of the national
budget on education or
infrastructure or whatever
its particular responsibility
may be, the party creates
as many jobs as possible to
reward its members and
retain their support.
So almost half the adult
males in Iraq who have
jobs of any sort have
government jobs – jobs that
often require no work at all,
but are much better paid
than private-sector jobs.
Iraqi public services are in
a desperate state, because
the ministries’ money is
being spent on salaries for
those party members
rather on maintaining
schools or electricity

generation or even the
water supply.
And of course there are no
jobs whatever left for young
people now coming into
the work-force.
Prime Minister Adil Abdul-
Mahdi has no idea what to
do about the situation,
because corruption in Iraq
is not a blight on the
system. It IS the system,
and he will never persuade
the political parties to
relinquish their control over
the state’s revenues. And
there’s nobody to negotiate
with anyway, because the
protests really have no
leaders.
It gets worse. The bitter fact
is that there’s not enough
oil money to give everybody
a decent life even if the
Iraqi government were to
spend it on public services
and jobs for all.
Iraq’s current oil production
(4.6 million barrels/day) is
not dramatically higher than
its previous peak in 1979
(3.5 million b/d), before
production collapsed
during the era of wars with
Iran and the United States.
Back then, there were only
around 13 million Iraqis,
so it was genuinely an oil-
rich country. Before
Saddam Hussein gained
absolute power in 1979
and plunged the country
into a generation of war,
the Baath Party had even
managed to build a pretty
good welfare state in Iraq,
with a decent education
and free medical care
for all.
But there are now three
times as many Iraqis – 40
million – and the
population will double
again in the next 30 years.
The country still depends
on oil for its income, but it is
no longer ‘oil-rich’. There is
little prospect for a radical
improvement in the lives of
those angry young men in
the streets of Baghdad
(and their equally
despairing sisters at
home).

F ive days of mass
protests in the
streets of Baghdad,
and there are

already a hundred dead,
most by gunfire from the
various ‘security’ forces
that work for the
government. It’s all the

more deplorable because
Iraq, unlike the vast
majority of Arab states, is
not actually ruled by
military or royal tyrants.
There are free elections in
Iraq, and a democratically
elected civilian
government. The lengthy

military occupation after the
US invasion in 2003
spawned brutal terrorist
movements like Islamic
State, but it did give Iraq a
full suite of democratic
institutions. The trouble is
that it also empowered one
of the most corrupt political
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CHARITIES
APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -APAA   CHARITY SHOPS -
Dunas do Alvor: Tues to Sat
10.30am - 2pm. Cerro Grande,
Albufeira: Tues to Sat 10.30am
- 2pm.  Rua Elias Garcia, 20,
Silves: Mon to Sat 10am - 2pm.
Volunteers always welcome
info.apaaportugal@gmail.com

SUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIESSUPPORT FOR FAMILIES
in the Algarve receives items for
families in need, Guia and
surrounding areas. To donate or
discuss concerns about a needy
family contact Su Davis: 932
307 548, su.davis@sapo.pt
Facebook:support for families
in the Algarve.

A.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITYA.A.G. CHARITY Shop Guia.
Situated in the Main Street,
opposite the Football Club
Snack bar and close to Crédito
Agrícola Bank. Opening hours
Mon -  Fri, 10am to 5.45pm,
Sat 10am to 2pm. Closed Sun.
Animal charity feeding street
animals. Patron Bonnie Tyler.

PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED PIANIST WANTED  on a
volunteer basis for occasional
Sunday services at the
Anglican Church of St
Vincent’s Chaplaincy, Praia da
Luz.  Email pet.alex@sapo.pt

THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.THE GOODWILL CHARITY.
R. Direita 5, Ed. Portus
Magnus, Portimão. (Close to
Theatre). 968 740 693, 10am
to 2pm. Clothes, bric a brac
and furniture in saleable cond.,
large items collected. We
would like to thank you all for
your donations and  for
shopping, that has enabled us
to help the local community.

SECOND   CHANCESECOND   CHANCESECOND   CHANCESECOND   CHANCESECOND   CHANCE charity
shop at Largo Das Ferreiras
(on roundabout), Ferreiras,
Albufeira. Open Mon to Fri,
10am to 4pm. Sat 10am

donations would be very wel-
come. Volunteers are also
required. If you can help call us
on 282 761 375 or visit our
shops in Lagoa and Praia da
Luz.

CADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTACADELA CARLOTA shop in
Lagos open Mon to Fri, 10am
to 1pm/3pm to 5pm. Almadena:
Mon to Fri, 10am to 4pm, Sat,
10am to 1pm. We always need
extra hands in our shops.

ASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DEASSOCIAÇÃO DE
CARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOSCARIDADE MÃOS de
Ajuda. Helping Hands Charity
Shop, 13A Avenida Dr.
Eduardo Mansinho, Tavira.
100 metres from Porta Nova
Post Office. Open Monday,
Wednesday, Saturday 10am to
1pm. Help us to Help others in
the Tavira Area. 963558138

FRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGEFRENCH LANGUAGE
Following the French
Government’s initiative to
expand the French language,
we are looking for Volunteers to
teach French in Albufeira or
Olhos de Água to children and
adults. No experience or
qualifications necessary, just
fluency in French and a passion
to meet and help others learn
this beautiful language. Please
contact 961 636 201 or
Angelica fash.co@gmail.com

THE NANDI CHARITYTHE NANDI CHARITYTHE NANDI CHARITYTHE NANDI CHARITYTHE NANDI CHARITY
SHOPSHOPSHOPSHOPSHOP. Summer clothing now
in store. Furniture can be
collected within 30km Lagos.
Tel: 912 741 857

MUSIC
Aljezur InternationalAljezur InternationalAljezur InternationalAljezur InternationalAljezur International
ChoirChoirChoirChoirChoir. Thursdays 2pm to
3.30pm. 914285640 or
wattys100@hotmail.com.

Tavira Pop ChoirTavira Pop ChoirTavira Pop ChoirTavira Pop ChoirTavira Pop Choir. Santa
Catarina, Sun 2.30pm -

4.30pm. Also, Fonte do Bispo,
Sun. at 2pm-4pm. Call Gillian
966006436.

The East AlgarveThe East AlgarveThe East AlgarveThe East AlgarveThe East Algarve
International choirInternational choirInternational choirInternational choirInternational choir.
Thursdays, Luz de Tavira, Call
Rineke Hofman 926684061.
eastalgarvechoir@gmail.com

Coro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos doCoro dos Amigos do
MuseuMuseuMuseuMuseuMuseu. Thursdays from
6.30pm. Call call Liesbeth
281971909
liesbethnoordijk@gmail.com

Barbershop ChorusBarbershop ChorusBarbershop ChorusBarbershop ChorusBarbershop Chorus.
Tuesdays 7.30pm.
Moncarapacho.
www.bellaacappella.net

SOCIAL
Royal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish Legion
Portugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  the
Central  AreaCentral  AreaCentral  AreaCentral  AreaCentral  Area. Lunches on
the 3rd Wednesday of each
month at various venues.
Non-members welcome.
Tel: 926908089
colinhearn998@gmail.com.

Royal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish LegionRoyal  Br i t ish Legion
Portugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  thePortugal  (Algarve)  the
Eastern AreaEastern AreaEastern AreaEastern AreaEastern Area. Lunches on
the 1st Sunday of each month
at various venues. Non
members welcome.
rblportugalsecretary@gmail.com

Chess ClubChess ClubChess ClubChess ClubChess Club. Eastern Algarve.
chessalgarve@mail.com

Drawing the NudeDrawing the NudeDrawing the NudeDrawing the NudeDrawing the Nude. Olhão
Thursday mornings.
jill.stott@gmail.com

Painting for PleasurePainting for PleasurePainting for PleasurePainting for PleasurePainting for Pleasure
Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,Classes, water colours,
oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.oils or acryl ics.
Wednesdays Mesquite near
São Brás from 10.30am to
12.30pm, 2.30pm to 4.30pm.....
Terry Reed 289845561.

C.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’sC.A.S.A. - the Algarve’s
leading Social Clubleading Social Clubleading Social Clubleading Social Clubleading Social Club for
expats meets monthly for
dinners / lunches and social
events. info@casasocial.club,
282495475.
www.casasocial.club

BRIDGE
Duplicate BridgeDuplicate BridgeDuplicate BridgeDuplicate BridgeDuplicate Bridge.
Wednesday & Friday

afternoons at Vale d’El Rei
Hotel. Please contact

911561224 or
282358885.

Marina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite HotelMarina Club Suite Hotel
LagosLagosLagosLagosLagos. Tuesdays & Fridays
1.15pm. 963977642

Vilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge ClubVilamoura Bridge Club.
Tuesdays 1.45pm, Olhos de
Água.  Mary Moore
919833122.

Lagoa. Lagoa. Lagoa. Lagoa. Lagoa. Thursdays 1:45pm.
282352022 / 969174130.

Vale d´el ReiVale d´el ReiVale d´el ReiVale d´el ReiVale d´el Rei. Beginners
968457888.

Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro.Carvoeiro. Mondays &
Thursdays 1.45pm for 2pm.
282357953 or
282357657.

Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Frank’s Bridge. Thursday’s
2.30pm duplicate bridge, Hotel
Quinta Jacintina, Vale do Lobo.
Frank Spelbos 937802110,
spelbos@sapo.pt

Amigos do MuseuAmigos do MuseuAmigos do MuseuAmigos do MuseuAmigos do Museu
Bridge. Bridge. Bridge. Bridge. Bridge. Friday’s 2pm
duplicate bridge, Museu do

to1pm.  Supporting people in
need, also Bombeiros, Soup
kitchens, Riding for the disabled,
AHSA day care centre for the
elderly and more. Contact
Maggie Cook 917 707 808.

PORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUPPORTIMÃO SOUP
KITCHENKITCHENKITCHENKITCHENKITCHEN Beco São José,
Rua São José, under old
bridge in Portimão. Come  and
help us make sandwiches &
serve food to hungry but
appreciative people. For more
info call Joy  917 358 098.

THE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARYTHE DONKEY SANCTUARY
needs all your unwanted items
for our shops in Ferragudo,
Carvoeiro and Lagoa. Larger
items i.e. furniture can be
collected. The shop funds
allow us to feed our many
mouths at the Sanctuary. We
always need extra hands at
our shops so if you can spare
3-4 hours a week give us a
call. Chris  966 033 127.

CARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CATCARVOEIRO CAT
CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.CHARITY ASSOCIAÇÃO.
Located in Porches and run
entirely by volunteers.  We are
looking for some more
volunteers to help in our
shelter of 250 cats as well as
some foster families for our
cats. Call 918 552 788 or email
ccc.carvoeirocatcharity@gmail.com

ASMAA CHARITYASMAA CHARITYASMAA CHARITYASMAA CHARITYASMAA CHARITY  & UP-
Cycling Hub. Volunteers are
now needed for our shop. Wed,
Fri and Sat 11.30am  to  5pm,
other days by appointment only.
Tel  969 320 231, email info@
asmaa-algarve.org   Rua J.
Pereira Sampaio Bruno, Nº 53.
Portimão (Behind Bombeiros).

M A D R U G A D AM A D R U G A D AM A D R U G A D AM A D R U G A D AM A D R U G A D A
ASSOCIAÇASSOCIAÇASSOCIAÇASSOCIAÇASSOCIAÇÃÃÃÃÃOOOOO provides
home-based, end of life, palli-
ative care to patients and their
loved ones free of charge. Your

Trajo at São Brás de Alportel.
Frank Spelbos 937802110,
spelbos@sapo.pt

Quinta Jacintina. Quinta Jacintina. Quinta Jacintina. Quinta Jacintina. Quinta Jacintina. Mondays 
2.30pm, Hotel Quinta Jacintina,
Vale do Lobo. Contact Sally
Roberts Tel: 28935 090,
sally@blanchworth.co.uk

SPORT
Walking Footbal lWalk ing Footbal lWalk ing Footbal lWalk ing Footbal lWalk ing Footbal l
Mondays, 50+, Tavira.
Tuesdays 60+ ONLY, Olhão
Thursdays, Olhão from 9.30
to 11.30am, €3.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com,~
christopher.wright@hotmail.co.uk

Tavira County LawnTavira County LawnTavira County LawnTavira County LawnTavira County Lawn
Bowling Club Bowling Club Bowling Club Bowling Club Bowling Club - Cerro do
Leiria, Santa Catarina, Fonte
Bispo, Tavira. Roll-ups Mon,
Wed & Fri.  Joe Scott
963997582,
joe.scott121@btinternet.com

Crown Green at AlvorCrown Green at AlvorCrown Green at AlvorCrown Green at AlvorCrown Green at Alvor
bowling Clubbowling Clubbowling Clubbowling Clubbowling Club 10am. Peter or
Janette  966169747 or
965700536.

Adult Fitness ProgrammesAdult Fitness ProgrammesAdult Fitness ProgrammesAdult Fitness ProgrammesAdult Fitness Programmes.
10am beginners and +55’s,
11am intermediate, every
Monday/Wednesday/Friday.
Meet at Burger King
Vilamoura. 919 339 369

Balaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls ClubBalaia Bowls Club,
Tuesdays and Fridays 9.45am,
Olhos de Água, Albufeira. Jill
935701155.

Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Touch Rugby. Lagoa,
Mondays and Wednesdays
8pm - 10pm. Men and women,
all ages welcome. Simon.
wilks89@hotmail.com,
282912280 / 924220173.

afpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton inafpop - Badminton in
Silves. Silves. Silves. Silves. Silves. Thursdays, 8pm to

10pm. 910108730.
suesharman9@gmail.com,

Alvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls ClubAlvor Bowls Club, Every
Wednesday and Sunday,
10am. 282490280
www.alvorlawnbowls.com

Walking FootballWalking FootballWalking FootballWalking FootballWalking Football
Wednesdays, 9.30am -
11.30am. Lagos. 50+.
jerrydowd@hotmail.co.uk

Walking football Walking football Walking football Walking football Walking football Tuesdays
and Thursdays 9.30am.
Vilamoura. info@browns-
club.com or 289322740.

Valverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn BowlsValverde Lawn Bowls
ClubClubClubClubClub -  Every weekday from
10am, Almancil. Jen
282332628 or 937264287.

Algarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash HouseAlgarve Hash House
HarriersHarriersHarriersHarriersHarriers meet weekly.
289413854 or 918806044.
www.algarvehhh.org

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Scottish CountryScottish CountryScottish CountryScottish CountryScottish Country
DancingDancingDancingDancingDancing.   Every Monday,
7.30pm – 9.30pm,  Nobel
International School on the
N125 between Lagoa and
Porches.  Mardie Cunningham,
282356029 / 964278432 or
rosevale45@gmail.com. 

Latin American andLatin American andLatin American andLatin American andLatin American and
Ballroom DancingBallroom DancingBallroom DancingBallroom DancingBallroom Dancing. Tues.
10am - 1pm Alvor. Wed 7pm -
8.30pm Carvoeiro. Caroline
961916821, strictly
dancingcarvoeiro@hotmail.com

Art Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical ArtArt Classes: Botanical Art
in Watercolours forin Watercolours forin Watercolours forin Watercolours forin Watercolours for
beginnersbeginnersbeginnersbeginnersbeginners. Weekly from 12
March. Vale D’el Rei every
Tuesday 1.45pm - 4.15pm 15
per class.Tel: 933669503
email: tonidade@yahoo.co.uk

afpop October Events
afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Silves/Carvoeiro Silves/Carvoeiro Silves/Carvoeiro Silves/Carvoeiro Silves/Carvoeiro

Lunch at VimarLunch at VimarLunch at VimarLunch at VimarLunch at Vimar
CarvoeiroCarvoeiroCarvoeiroCarvoeiroCarvoeiro  on Friday, 18
October at 12.30pm for 1pm.
Price is €16 Members €18
Non Members for a fully
inclusive lunch.  First two
meal choices with bookings
please. Heather and Les,
afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Area Event Organisers
Silves / Carvoeiro. Email:
silves@afpop.com  or Mob:
966 677 295

afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Lisbon/Cascais Lisbon/Cascais Lisbon/Cascais Lisbon/Cascais Lisbon/Cascais
Rooftop DrinksRooftop DrinksRooftop DrinksRooftop DrinksRooftop Drinks and a
selection of light bites on Friday
18 October at Terrazza Rooftop
Bar in Cascais from 7pm until
9pm. Price is €17 for Members
and €19 euros for non-
Members, For reservations
contact Kelly e-mail:
cascais@afpop.com

afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Loulé Lunch at Loulé Lunch at Loulé Lunch at Loulé Lunch at Loulé Lunch at
Rest. L’AubergeRest. L’AubergeRest. L’AubergeRest. L’AubergeRest. L’Auberge on the
road to Salir, onThursday 24
October Meal served at 1pm.
Cost €18 per person. All items
order before and after the meal
must be paid for on ordering.
Bookings required with Bert
Shubrook, afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Loulé Area
Event Organiser by Email:
bertshubrook@gmail.com  or
Mob: 939 897 295

afpop Portimão/afpop Portimão/afpop Portimão/afpop Portimão/afpop Portimão/
Monchique Lunch in MarMonchique Lunch in MarMonchique Lunch in MarMonchique Lunch in MarMonchique Lunch in Mar
e Sole Sole Sole Sole Sol  restaurant located on
Praia da Rocha beach on
Thursday 24 October,
12.30pm for 1pm start. €18 pp
for Members and for non-
Members €20 pp. To confirm
your reservation please email
Anita, afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Portimão/
Monchique Area Event
Organiser Email:
portimao@afpop.com

afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop EA Charity Wine EA Charity Wine EA Charity Wine EA Charity Wine EA Charity Wine
Tasting and DinnerTasting and DinnerTasting and DinnerTasting and DinnerTasting and Dinner  at Vila
Monte Farm House,
Moncarapacho, Thursday, 24
October 7.30pm to 11.30pm.  3
course dinner paired with
wines, plus a pre-dinner wine
tasting! €38.00 Bookings with
Linda Cree, afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop Eastern
Algarve Events Organiser. Tel:
+351 289 798374. Mob: +351
91 2071000. E-mail:
eastalgarve@afpop.com

afpopafpopafpopafpopafpop East Algarve East Algarve East Algarve East Algarve East Algarve
monthly Coffee and Chatmonthly Coffee and Chatmonthly Coffee and Chatmonthly Coffee and Chatmonthly Coffee and Chat
Morning Morning Morning Morning Morning at Pedras da
Rainha Club House, just
outside Tavira on 30 October;
10.30am to 12.30pm.     If you
are interested contact: Sherry:
916 913 612 / Email:
slosantaclara@gmail.com

Please send your
Club or Community news to:
info@theportugalnews.com
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Algarve Bike Rides

If you would like to come
along to one of these rides,

please do let me know either
by text, email or by confirming
on Facebook via the Activity
Algarve Bike Rides page. If a
ride has to be cancelled for any
reason, such as bad weather,
notification will be via text. We
reserve the right to cancel any
ride if less than 5 people are
signed up. Price for
participation is  5 per rider per
ride. For more information
please contact Paul Beesley
on tel: 913226954, email:
paul@algarvebikeholidays.com,
Visit: www. algarvebikeholidays.
com, or Facebook:
AlgarveBikeHolidays.

Portugal Walks

Please send your  Club or Community news to:
info@theportugalnews.com

All are welcome, there is no
need to book. Please wear
shoes suitable for country
walking (remember you walk at
your own risk) and bring a
sense of humour. There is a
nominal charge of 5 euro p.p.
this includes a donation to
charity. Full details plus driving
directions can be found at
www.portugalwalks.com

Tuesday 15 Oct – Let’sTuesday 15 Oct – Let’sTuesday 15 Oct – Let’sTuesday 15 Oct – Let’sTuesday 15 Oct – Let’s
Walk from Purgatorio,Walk from Purgatorio,Walk from Purgatorio,Walk from Purgatorio,Walk from Purgatorio,
Paderne:Paderne:Paderne:Paderne:Paderne: This is a great and
really interesting walk on the
Barrocal. The walk is 2.5
hours long and there is one
short climb but the views are
worth every extra puff.
10.30am start. Meet at the
Café Inês, Purgatorio. From
the EN125 take the old
Lisbon road IC1 and then the
first exit for Tunes and
Paderne and at the T–
junction turn right. Follow the
road for about 5km passing
under the motorway and you

arrive at another T– junction
where you will see the
Purgatorio sign. We will meet
here, the café is hidden
behind white gates on the
right. Julie 965 753 033

Tuesday 22 Oct – Let’sTuesday 22 Oct – Let’sTuesday 22 Oct – Let’sTuesday 22 Oct – Let’sTuesday 22 Oct – Let’s
Walk from São MarcosWalk from São MarcosWalk from São MarcosWalk from São MarcosWalk from São Marcos
de Serra: de Serra: de Serra: de Serra: de Serra: An easy walk of
just over 2.5 hours along the
Odelouca valley where it
borders the Alentejo –
beautiful scenery with many
wild flowers. São Marcos is
only 20 minutes up the IP1 but
rarely visited – it is a really

Here are the details of this
weeks rides:

Saturday 12 OctoberSaturday 12 OctoberSaturday 12 OctoberSaturday 12 OctoberSaturday 12 October:
No Ride this week, I have
some other commitments.

Sunday 13 October Sunday 13 October Sunday 13 October Sunday 13 October Sunday 13 October -
Bike Ride starting in Salir:Bike Ride starting in Salir:Bike Ride starting in Salir:Bike Ride starting in Salir:Bike Ride starting in Salir:
We meet in the centre of the
village , somewhere near here:
https://goo.gl/maps/
9Eg5EbRTqmhWpQLu8 at
9.15am ready for a 9.30am
start. This will be a mostly easy
Sunday style ride with a café
break somewhere along the
way.

delightful town 10.30am start.
Meet in front of the church in
São Marcos. Drive north on
the IP1 towards Lisbon for 20
minutes when you will see the
exit for S Marcos. Follow the
road directions to the town
and then to the centre, the
church is at the heart of the
town with several cafés close
by. Chris 913 011 537

100th birthday celebrations

Monte da Palhagueira
resident Len Winchester has
celebrated his 100th birthday
with a card from the Queen.

Len was born on 5 October
1919 in Blackheath,
Greenwich, London.  He joined
the army as a young man and
was posted to Europe in World
War II where he was shot and
taken as a prisoner.

He returned to England in
September 1943 on the
Hospital Ship Atlantis as part of
the first exchange of POW’s
before then getting married in

1945 in Crayford Kent and
having two children.

In the 1950’s he moved to
Devon and worked for the Civil
Service in Exeter.  He later
transferred to Cornwall working
as the Clerical Officer for the
Territorial Army Unit based in
Redruth where he remained
until he retired.

Some years later he returned
to Devon to live and in 2013 he
moved to Portugal and has
been living at Monte da
Palhagueira nursing home
since December 2015.

New Season Opening Day

The Wizard of Oz to cast its spell in the Algarve

Alvor Bowls started their new season last
week with the traditional Ladies vs Gents-
always an enjoyable day with the
guaranteed bragging rights for the rest of
the season. Having lost this fixture last year
the Ladies this year were triumphant and
deserved many congratulations on a
narrow but superb win.

This events marks the commencement
of the bowling season for the next six
months with Bowls being played every day
with the exception of Christmas Day-lots of
competitions both internally and also with
all the other Algarve Bowling Clubs.There
are Rollups every Wed and Sun starting at
11.00 am open to all members of the public
so please feel free to come along and enjoy
a game of bowls.

More Info. at  www.alvorlawnbowls.com
or Tel: 282  490 280

One of “the most watched films in the world”
celebrates its 80th anniversary this year and
The Algarveans Experimental Theatre Group
is commemorating the occasion by staging
The Wizard of Oz in November in Lagoa.

In this family classic, young Dorothy Gale is a
Kansas farm girl who dreams of a land
“somewhere over the rainbow.”  A tornado
transports Dorothy and her dog, Toto, to a bright
and magical world where she accidentally makes
a mortal enemy of the Wicked Witch of the West.
In the Land of Oz, she befriends a scarecrow in
need of a brain, a tin man missing a heart, and a
cowardly lion who lacks courage and together
they have many adventures along the Yellow
Brick Road which leads to the Emerald City.

The Algarveans have always encouraged
inclusivity and participation from the local

community and there are many new members -
young and old - in this cast. The group boasts a
multi-cultural membership, although all
productions are performed in English.

This is the first musical in 6 years for The
Algarveans and rehearsals have been
underway since July. Choreographer Shelly
Kenny is teaching dances to go along with the
magical melodies while production crew are
diligently creating whimsical sets and
designing colourful costumes.

The Wizard of Oz will be performed in
English at the 300-seat Carlos do Carmo
Auditorium in Lagoa from 21 – 23  November at
7.45pm with a matinee on 23 November at
2pm. Tickets cost €10 and are available at the
Auditorium box office, all Worten and FNAC
stores or online at www.ticketline.pt.
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New kit for the Louletano Junior Futsal team

The Louletano Futsal team President Vitor Aleixo TeamThe Louletano Futsal team President Vitor Aleixo TeamThe Louletano Futsal team President Vitor Aleixo TeamThe Louletano Futsal team President Vitor Aleixo TeamThe Louletano Futsal team President Vitor Aleixo Team
coaches and referee Peter Hinze.coaches and referee Peter Hinze.coaches and referee Peter Hinze.coaches and referee Peter Hinze.coaches and referee Peter Hinze.

When Loulé GNR officer Frederico
(Freddie) Fragoso approached Peter Hinze
the chair of Community Services at
Almancil International Rotary Club (AIRC)
for help in purchasing new kit for the
Louletano Junior Futsal team, the club was
delighted to help.  “This fitted in perfectly
with our ethos which is to help our local
community in any way that will benefit
young, elderly or disadvantaged people”
said AIRC President Mark Hulit. “Sport is
an excellent way of encouraging young
people to learn discipline, and team work
whist at the same time having fun and
getting exercise”.

Futsal is a fast indoor football game played
between two teams of five players each, one
of whom is the goalkeeper. Unlike some
other forms of indoor football, the game is
played on a hard court surface delineated by
lines. Walls or boards are not used.  Whilst
Futsal has not yet been included in the senior
Olympics, in the summer of 2018 Futsal made
its debut in the Summer Youth Olympics held
in Buenos Aires.

The Loulé junior team whose ages range
from 13 to 18 has only been playing

together for a few weeks coached by
Freddie, Gonçalo Silva and Daniel Cruz.

On Sunday, the team, sporting their new kit
played their first match against a team from
Portimonense Futsal at the Sports Pavilion in
Loulé.  The match was attended by the
President of the Câmara Municipal de Loulè

Vitor Aleixo, Mark Hulit, Peter Hinze, AIRC
club members and a large group of
enthusiastic supporters.  Sadly ‘our’ team
didn’t win but it was a valiant effort.

Freddie presented Peter Hinze with his
very own futsal shirt but he won’t be
joining the team any time soon.

An Active Fun Day Out in Vilamoura
On Saturday 12  October,

there will be a Sports Day at
Browns in Vilamoura.

Completely free to
participate, there will be fitness
classes, challenges on the
tennis courts and access to the
extensive sport and leisure
facilities the health club has to
offer.

New classes introduced to
the autumn schedule will be
launched on the day for all to
try, including “Strong” and “Hip
Hop”.

If you are considering getting
back into a healthy fitness
routine, the sports day may be
the ideal time to start as Browns
will also be giving discounted
rates to people joining the
health club on the day.

An alternative fun day out to
spend with friends and family!
Doors open at 8am and close
at 10pm.

For more information see
facebook.com/
brownssportsresort or call
289 322 740

End Polio Now annual Charity Bike Ride
Sixty five years ago polio was

one of the most feared diseases
in the developed world, killing
hundreds of children in the UK
each year and leaving
thousands paralysed. There is
no cure for polio, it can only be
prevented. Polio vaccine, given
multiple times, can protect a
child for life.

Since 1979 when Rotary
began its first project to
vaccinate children in the
Philippines polio cases have
reduced by 99.9 percent
worldwide from 350000 cases
in 1988 to 94 in 2015.  Working
with various partners including
the WHO and the Bill Gates
Foundation we are very close
to eradicating polio, but
continued global immunization
is vital to succeed.  As long as a
single child remains infected,
children in all countries are at
risk of contracting polio. Failure
to eradicate polio from these

last remaining strongholds
could result in as many as 200
000 new cases every year,
within 10 years, all over the
world. Because of this global
effort most countries have now
expanded their capacity to
tackle other infectious
diseases by building effective
surveillance and immunization
systems.

Rotary Club Estoi Palace
International will be holding its
annual fundraising bike ride on
Sunday 24 November.

The ride will be organised by
Activity Bike Rides, http://
www.activityalgarve.com

 There will be two rides on
offer both starting from Estoi
Palace Pousada at 9.30 am
and will take about 2.5-3 hours.
The hill ride is around 35 kms
and quite challenging as it
includes cycling up to the top
of Serra São Miguel. The other
ride is over flatter terrain and

will head towards the coast
probably Fuseta/Olhão
direction.   If you would like to
take part, sponsor a rider or just
donate please contact
shirley.d@rotaryestoipalace.org
or book through our website
www.rotaryestoipalace.org.
All donations will be matched 2
to 1 by the Bill Gates
Foundation.

Lagos Strollers Inaugural
Walking Football Tournament
2019

C.A.S.A. Starts the Autumn
programme

On 14 and 15 October, 13
teams from the UK, Spain,
France and Portugal are
participating in a Walking
Football Tournament that is
going to be held at the Clube
Desportivo De Odiaxere, from
9.30am until 4.30pm.

Admissions are €5, covering
both days of the Tournament
and all the proceeds from the
event will be donated to two
charities, Prostate Cancer UK
and Bamboo Animal Sanctuary
in Lagos.

Talking to The Portugal

News, Jerry Dowd said “People
coming along can expect to
see the Football as well as
other events such as an
ongoing quiz, Nostalgia Hour, a
Karaoke Competition and the
normal catering facilities
supplied by the club.”

At the end of the
Tournament, on Tuesday
4.30pm, John Aldridge, ex
Liverpool and Ireland
International footballer, will be
presenting the trophies to the
winners of each section (over
50s and over 60´s).

As the  Social Club does not
hold any events during  August
we usually kick off our autumn
programme with two during
September.  This year, as last
year, we started with Crazy Golf
and High Tea at the The
Adventure Golf  in Alvor on 13
September. The greens were
perfect, a hole-in-one was 
achieved by some, great fun and
enjoyment achieved by all.

Then our English tea  at the
19th followed by the
presentation of the CASA Golf
Trophy by last year’s winner to
this year’s winner.

On 28 September we had a
more formal ‘End Of Summer

Dinner’ at the excellent
Restaurant Bistro Rainha near
Silves.  We enjoyed a
wonderful meal, served to
perfection by our hosts  Magda
and Eduardo aided by their
delightful staff. 

 On Friday, 18 October we
continue our autumn season
with a car treasure hunt
followed by lunch in Silves. Full
details of this and all our
planned events, all of which
are open to non-members, can
be obtained from the club
website: www.casasocial.club,
from  Margaret Brito on 282 495
475 or by email to 
info@casasocial.club.
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Why Buenos Aires is a vintage beauty The Argentine capital is a city on theThe Argentine capital is a city on theThe Argentine capital is a city on theThe Argentine capital is a city on theThe Argentine capital is a city on the

rise. Sarah Marshall finds out what’srise. Sarah Marshall finds out what’srise. Sarah Marshall finds out what’srise. Sarah Marshall finds out what’srise. Sarah Marshall finds out what’s
new and exciting right now.new and exciting right now.new and exciting right now.new and exciting right now.new and exciting right now.

A belle epoch beauty
whose looks have
endured the ravages of
time, Argentina’s capital

is still a stunner several centuries
after the first bricks were laid. Her
bone structure remains solid,
with ornate neoclassical
buildings preserved in historic
barrios, and a little restoration
work (at some point, we all need
it) has made her greatest
attributes shine once more.
The Teatro Colon opera house is
an elegant display of shimmering
chandeliers, polished marble and
plush velvet seating, while the
Casa Rosada is a salmon-pink
source of architectural admiration
almost too glamorous to be a
government house.
But although Buenos Aires revels
in her past, she’s enthusiastically
embracing the future. Dynamic
new restaurants are a step
beyond the traditional meat-
sizzling parrillas, and wine bars
have shifted to serving more than
a selection of malbecs. Local

designers tout their collections in
the shopfronts of fashionable
Palermo, and even the refined,
sleepy Recoleta district is waking
up to a daringly progressive arts
scene.
While the wistful sentiments of
Carlos Gardel and Astor Piazzolla
still waft from tango houses, the
next generation of portenos is
moving to a new beat.
Last year, Norwegian, who
operate a direct flight to the city,
launched a series of regional
routes to locations such as Salta
and Bariloche - all part of a plan to
transform Buenos Aires into a
South American hub. Whether it’s
for a stopover or a long stay, the city
is destined to grow in popularity,
and there’s enough here to
convince tourists to stick around.
Charmingly shabby around the
edges, this is a capital with
architectural and cultural clout -
but it’s far from being a dusty relic
in an antique store. Instead, old
spaces and long-standing
traditions have been injected

with new life to create an
appealing proposal. After all,
there’s nothing more attractive
than a siren who’s young at heart.
These are a few of the hot spots
to check out...

Corte Carniceria, OlazabalCorte Carniceria, OlazabalCorte Carniceria, OlazabalCorte Carniceria, OlazabalCorte Carniceria, Olazabal
1 3 9 1 / 9 51 3 9 1 / 9 51 3 9 1 / 9 51 3 9 1 / 9 51 3 9 1 / 9 5
Meat is a staple in the Argentine
diet, but few steakhouses are as
sustainable as this
neighbourhood restaurant and
butcher’s shop - every part of the
animal is used and nothing goes
to waste. Cuts are reassuringly
fresh (local residents shop here)
and provenance is key. Look out
for 15-20-day aged beef - a new
concept for the city.

Facon, Nicaragua 4880Facon, Nicaragua 4880Facon, Nicaragua 4880Facon, Nicaragua 4880Facon, Nicaragua 4880
From painted wooden jaguar
masks to chairs carved from cacti
plants, every piece for sale in
Martin Bustamante’s beautiful
Palermo store has a story to tell.
The eager traveller and patriot
roams remote areas of his

country, seeking artists with
handicrafts to sell, and every
piece he purchases comes with
a tale of its creation. Some works
are literally one of a kind and offer
insight into areas of Argentine
indigenous culture which are
often unknown or overlooked.
Clearly proud of his roots, Martin
also sells a roll of Argentinian flag
by the metre.

Gran Dabbang, AvenidaGran Dabbang, AvenidaGran Dabbang, AvenidaGran Dabbang, AvenidaGran Dabbang, Avenida
Raul Scalabrini Ortiz 1543Raul Scalabrini Ortiz 1543Raul Scalabrini Ortiz 1543Raul Scalabrini Ortiz 1543Raul Scalabrini Ortiz 1543
It’s rare a dining room with
simple tables and a menu under
€15 per head makes it into the
hallowed Latin America’s Best
50 Best restaurants list; but this
laid-back, street-food success
story is an exception to the norm.
Combining a hotch-potch of Latin
flavours with Asian spice,
Mariano Ramon’s tasting dishes
are brazenly ambitious - but
somehow they work. Vegetarians
will find his focus on green stuff
particularly refreshing.

Casa Cavia, Cavia 2985Casa Cavia, Cavia 2985Casa Cavia, Cavia 2985Casa Cavia, Cavia 2985Casa Cavia, Cavia 2985
A refined throwback to the 1920s,
this exquisitely-restored property
may have many functions, but it’s
homely appeal remains intact. In
the flower-filled courtyard,
cocktails inspired by musicians
are presented on vinyl menus
(scan a barcode to hear the song
on Spotify) - and dining is just as
playful. A library is stacked with
books from a publishing house
based upstairs; perhaps it’s
down to an appetite for reading
or the absence of Amazon, but in
Argentina, the printing press is
still thriving. And those pretty
blooms? You can buy your own
bouquet from a florist on site. Visit
casacavia.com.

Centro Cultural Recoleta,Centro Cultural Recoleta,Centro Cultural Recoleta,Centro Cultural Recoleta,Centro Cultural Recoleta,
Junin 1930Junin 1930Junin 1930Junin 1930Junin 1930
Sandwiched between a

monastery and the famous
cemetery where Eva Peron was
laid to rest, this protected
building is now a creative hub of
galleries, workshop spaces and
courtyards, where people can
generally hang out. Teenagers
are invited to freestyle and
beatbox in arenas, and in the
summer, DJs play to crowds out
front. Supported by the
government, it’s an expression
of just how progressive this
country has become.

Vico Wine Bar, GurruchagaVico Wine Bar, GurruchagaVico Wine Bar, GurruchagaVico Wine Bar, GurruchagaVico Wine Bar, Gurruchaga
1 1 4 91 1 4 91 1 4 91 1 4 91 1 4 9
Thought Argentine wine was just
about malbec? Yes, the silky-
soft ruby tipple is the most
popular drink at this modern
wine bar in Palermo, but with 80
bottles on the list (all served by
the glass thanks to a
computerised dispensing
system) there are plenty more to
try. And with sample serves
costing less than £1, there’s
really no excuse not to
experiment. Top up a prepaid
card at the bar and serve
yourself from the machines.

Mio Buenos Aires Hotel,Mio Buenos Aires Hotel,Mio Buenos Aires Hotel,Mio Buenos Aires Hotel,Mio Buenos Aires Hotel,
Avenida Quintana 465Avenida Quintana 465Avenida Quintana 465Avenida Quintana 465Avenida Quintana 465
Once a quiet, refined
neighbourhood, Recoleta is
enjoying a bit of a buzz, and this
sleek high-rise property is set
right in the thick of the action.
Carved oak freestanding baths
give modern design-led rooms
welcome warmth, and the 8th
floor spa and lap pool are a mini
oasis in the urban sprawl.
Although small, there always
seems to be space in the
breakfast room - although it’s
tempting to nip out and get a
caffeine fix at famous heritage
cafe La Biela, which is just
around the corner.
                                                         PA/TPN

CentroCentroCentroCentroCentro
CulturalCulturalCulturalCulturalCultural

Recoleta.Recoleta.Recoleta.Recoleta.Recoleta.
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SCHIFFMANNNNNNNMoon Restaurant Review
Moon, a fine dining restaurant located in Quarteira, promises a beautiful venue, quality food, professional and attentive service, a luxuriousMoon, a fine dining restaurant located in Quarteira, promises a beautiful venue, quality food, professional and attentive service, a luxuriousMoon, a fine dining restaurant located in Quarteira, promises a beautiful venue, quality food, professional and attentive service, a luxuriousMoon, a fine dining restaurant located in Quarteira, promises a beautiful venue, quality food, professional and attentive service, a luxuriousMoon, a fine dining restaurant located in Quarteira, promises a beautiful venue, quality food, professional and attentive service, a luxurious
atmosphere and an unforgettable experience. And to be very honest, Moon restaurant is exactly what it promises to be.atmosphere and an unforgettable experience. And to be very honest, Moon restaurant is exactly what it promises to be.atmosphere and an unforgettable experience. And to be very honest, Moon restaurant is exactly what it promises to be.atmosphere and an unforgettable experience. And to be very honest, Moon restaurant is exactly what it promises to be.atmosphere and an unforgettable experience. And to be very honest, Moon restaurant is exactly what it promises to be.

Arriving there is
made easy, as it is
not difficult to find
the place, even

with no prior knowledge of
the area, with free parking
right outside the premises
and a charming front of
house ready to greet you
with a warm welcome.
The inside area of the
restaurant is perfectly lit for
a memorable dinner

experience and the
aquarium that is built into
the wall gives the whole
room a special feel and is
very pleasant to look at.
Shortly after being seated
at our table, we were
served a modern basket
containing three different
kinds of homemade bread,
one better than the other.
With the bread came a
herby butter, a black olive

tapenade, a sardine paté
and probably one of the
most flavoursome olive oils
I have ever tasted.
The first dish we received
was a parmesan soup with
a mushroom ravioli and
truffle scent. The soup was
tastefully presented with an
almost frothy consistency
and a smell of parmesan
and truffle that would make
anyone’s mouth water.
Flavour wise it lived up to
the smell and look and
every spoonful was an
absolute delight.
Up next was the starter, a
colourful plate of octopus
Carpaccio, served with a
spicy mayonnaise,
cucumber, rocket and
cress.  The dish impressed
with its well balanced
flavours and textures and
was, simply put: delicious!
I went on to try two main
courses, the Sautéed
scallops served with
linguine in saffron and
salicornia sauce, sautéed
spinach, cherry tomatoes,

green asparagus and
basil, and the ox cheeks
with sautéed chard, wild
Alentejo mushrooms, a
rosemary polenta, roasted
shallots and a port wine
sauce. Both were as
enjoyable to look at as they
were enjoyable to eat.
Lastly I was served a
chocolate and carob petit
gateau with marinated
algarvian figs, vanilla ice
cream and a chocolate
crumble. This dessert was
the perfect way to finish a
fine meal prepared by a
very talented chef.
All in all Moon restaurant
has hit the nail on the head
with every single dish and
impressed not only with
great food, but also with
service that made sure my
water and wine glasses are
always filled and that every
dish came out on time.
I left the restaurant with a full
belly, a big smile on my face
and ready to let everyone
know about my exceptional
Moon experience!
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between our homes and our wellbeing -between our homes and our wellbeing -between our homes and our wellbeing -between our homes and our wellbeing -between our homes and our wellbeing -
and busts a few myths along the way.and busts a few myths along the way.and busts a few myths along the way.and busts a few myths along the way.and busts a few myths along the way.

Ask any student,
young
professional or
member of

‘generation rent’ what
matters most in their day-
to-day lives, and odds are
they won’t mention the
decor of their sitting room.
If anything, being
houseproud is a little out of
fashion. The image of the
1950s housewife fussing
over sofa cushions looks
increasingly sexist to the
modern eye, while the
trope of picture-perfect
suburbia has been
ruthlessly savaged by films
like Fight Club and
American Beauty.
But perhaps we’ve been
too hasty. The GoodHome
Report, a study carried out
by the Happiness
Research Institute in
partnership with Kingfisher
and B&Q, suggests our
homes play an
unexpectedly large part in
our day-to-day wellbeing.

“Frankly, I’m surprised we
haven’t looked at this
before,” says Meik Wiking,
CEO of the Happiness
Research Institute and
author of The Little Book Of
Hygge, “given that homes
are where we spend more
time than anywhere else.”

The largest study of itsThe largest study of itsThe largest study of itsThe largest study of itsThe largest study of its
k i n dk i n dk i n dk i n dk i n d
You could be forgiven for
approaching the findings
with a certain scepticism -
defining happiness is
always tricky, let alone
isolating its domestic
causes - but Wiking says
it’s the largest, most
comprehensive study of its
kind.
“The study spanned 10
different countries and
13,500 people,” he
explains, “and it showed a
lot of common
denominators. We looked
at in-home factors like
favourite rooms, inviting
people over, emotional

responses and so on, but
also broader factors like
age, gender, income and
home ownership.”
What they found was that
home-related emotions
accounted for roughly 15
percent of overall
happiness, more than
health and fitness, and
more than income. “When
you think about how many
different factors impact our
overall happiness, be it
employment, money,
relationships genetics, I
think 15 percent is
surprisingly high,” says
Wiking..

Five emotional statesFive emotional statesFive emotional statesFive emotional statesFive emotional states
The report highlights five
major emotional factors
that play into creating a
happy home. The first is
‘pride’ - having a home
which you’re happy to call
your own, and might actively
enjoy showing to other
people. “Pride is the end
goal,” says Wiking. “It’s what

you want people to feel
once they’ve finished
creating the home of their
dreams.”
Secondly, there’s ‘comfort’,
having a home in which you
feel able to relax and
decompress. “In these
turbulent times, we like to
have a place to let our guard
down, and feel energised to
take on the world once
more,” says Wiking.
Third is ‘control’ - a sense of
self-determination over
your living arrangements -
and fourth is the hopefully
self-evident ‘safety’. The fifth
and final aspect is ‘identity’ -
living in surroundings that
you feel reflect you as a
person and reflect your
story.

Domestic myth bustingDomestic myth bustingDomestic myth bustingDomestic myth bustingDomestic myth busting
These qualities cropped up
time and again, but
perhaps more surprising
are the ones that didn’t. First
on the myth-busting block:
That size matters. “Big
homes don’t equal big
happiness,” says Wiking.
“It’s a common

misconception but it
doesn’t matter how big your
house is on paper. It’s more
how your home feels.”
Wiking suggests
rearranging furniture,
regularly de-cluttering, and
employing savvy storage.
Finely-furnished flat beats
messy mansion every time.
Perhaps surprisingly,
renters were as satisfied as
owners. “A lot of people
think you need to own your
home in order to be happy,”
says Wiking, “and that’s just
not the case. So long as you
have a landlord that allows
you to do some of the things
you want to do.”
In other words, it’s what you
do with your home that
makes the difference - what
steps you take to make it
your own - rather than
what’s already there.

What can you do?What can you do?What can you do?What can you do?What can you do?
Well, first of all you can wait.
“We become happier with
our homes as we age,” says
Wiking, “particularly at 50 or
above. At that time, people
tend to be more settled in,

Home-related emotions accounted for roughly 15 percent of overall happiness.Home-related emotions accounted for roughly 15 percent of overall happiness.Home-related emotions accounted for roughly 15 percent of overall happiness.Home-related emotions accounted for roughly 15 percent of overall happiness.Home-related emotions accounted for roughly 15 percent of overall happiness.
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more competent, and more
aware of their own
priorities.”
Assuming you’d like more
immediate results, there
are a few things that seem
to work for everyone. “Green
is always good,” says
Wiking, “whether it’s
balconies, gardens or pot
plants in your living room,
greenery has a positive
impact. Social homes tend
to be happier homes - invite
people over and make your
home a hub.”
In the end, though, the
happiest homes are those
that have been
personalised, and the
survey found that
householders that had
pursued home
improvements were
markedly happier with the
results.
“The overall conclusion is to
make time for change, and
build up the courage to do
something with your home,
whatever that may be,” says
Wiking. “Prioritising your
home - that’s the best thing
people can do.”                PA

Our homesOur homesOur homesOur homesOur homes
play anplay anplay anplay anplay an
unexpectedlyunexpectedlyunexpectedlyunexpectedlyunexpectedly
large part inlarge part inlarge part inlarge part inlarge part in
our day-to-our day-to-our day-to-our day-to-our day-to-
daydaydaydayday
wellbeing.wellbeing.wellbeing.wellbeing.wellbeing.
(Photo:(Photo:(Photo:(Photo:(Photo:
iStock/PA)iStock/PA)iStock/PA)iStock/PA)iStock/PA)
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What is a biochar and do I
need one? It’s the oldest thing you’ve never heard of to use in

the garden.

B iochar is
thousands of
years old (first
discovered by

ancient Amazonian
tribes). It’s loved by many
gardening experts,
beneficial to the
environment, and used by
professional growers,
tree-care specialists and
groundskeepers
worldwide, to get
incredible results - yet
many of us haven’t even
heard of it.

What exactly is it?What exactly is it?What exactly is it?What exactly is it?What exactly is it?
“Biochar is a very pure,
high-carbon type of
charcoal that gives a
brilliant boost to the
health of your soil (and
therefore your plants),”
says Simon Manley, CEO
of Carbon Gold, who
make biochar products. “It
retains water and
nutrients in the soil and
improves its structure,
giving your plants exactly
what they need to flourish
- whether you’re after
beautiful blooms,
luscious lawns, thriving
trees, or an abundance of
fruit and veg.”
It’s made using a process
called pyrolysis, he says,
“where plant matter is
baked at a high
temperature in a low-
oxygen environment”. This
means that, unlike the
conventional burning of
wood or plant matter, the
carbon stored up through
photosynthesis is not

released back into the
atmosphere, so it’s great
for the environment, as
well as your garden.
Manley reveals biochar
fans include gardening
experts Monty Don, James
Wong and Bunny Guinness
as well as the teams at Kew
Royal Botanic Gardens,
Royal Ascot, golf courses
and Premier League
football clubs across the
UK.

So how does biocharSo how does biocharSo how does biocharSo how does biocharSo how does biochar
w o r k ?w o r k ?w o r k ?w o r k ?w o r k ?
It holds water: “Because
of the way biochar is
made, it’s extremely
porous, and acts a bit like
a sponge in the soil,
helping to retain water,”
says Manley. “This means
plants need watering less
and don’t get dehydrated
as easily - great for when
you’re on holiday, for
example.”
It improves aeration:
When dug into the soil,
the porous structure
allows for better aeration
of soil, states Manley,
which is essential to
healthy plant growth.
Roots need oxygen for a
plant to flourish.
It retains nutrients in the
soil: Biochar attracts and
holds onto nutrients in the
soil, improving soil fertility
and growth of plants.
“The miniscule nooks and
crannies you’ll find on
pieces of biochar make
the perfect home for
billions of soil-beneficial

microbes, which are
important for healthy plant
growth, meaning they
won’t be easily washed
away by rain or watering,”
notes Manley.
And because biochar is so
high in carbon, it doesn’t
break down or
decompose, so you only
have to apply it once to
make a permanent
improvement to your soil.
What’s more, due to the
fact it’s almost 100%
carbon, every tonne of it in
the soil equates to nearly
three tonnes of CO2
sequestered, or locked
away, from the
atmosphere.
You can make your own
biochar, though Manley
stresses the process of
purifying it requires
extremely high
temperatures, making it
quite dangerous.

How to use biocharHow to use biocharHow to use biocharHow to use biocharHow to use biochar
Simon Manley offers 5 top
tips...
1. Improve the survival
rates of your plants by
using biochar-enriched
composts when potting
on, to help protect the
plant from shock.
2. Revive flagging older
plants by digging it deep
into the soil around the
roots, being careful not to
damage them.
3. Use it as a top-dressing
and it has the added
advantage of keeping
away slugs and snails,
without the need for

potentially harmful
chemicals.
4. Dip root balls of shrubs
and trees in it before
planting, making sure you
don’t stamp or pat the
ground around the tree
down too much, as this
will affect aeration.
5. Just use it once! You only
need one application to
make a permanent
difference. Ancient
Amazonian civilisations
made their own version of
biochar thousands of years
ago, and the soil there is
still incredibly fertile today.
                                          PA/TPN

Biochar is a very pure, high-carbon type of charcoal thatBiochar is a very pure, high-carbon type of charcoal thatBiochar is a very pure, high-carbon type of charcoal thatBiochar is a very pure, high-carbon type of charcoal thatBiochar is a very pure, high-carbon type of charcoal that
gives a brilliant boost to the health of your soil.gives a brilliant boost to the health of your soil.gives a brilliant boost to the health of your soil.gives a brilliant boost to the health of your soil.gives a brilliant boost to the health of your soil.
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Common mole myths Are new moles a warning sign? And is it only pale people

who get melanoma?

Moles. We all know we
need to keep an eye
on them, but with so
much

misinformation floating around
on the internet, sometimes it can
seem hard to know what you’re
actually meant to be looking out
for.
Firstly, it’s very normal to have
moles and freckles and most are

completely harmless. But some
moles can develop into an
aggressive form of skin cancer
called malignant melanoma, so
it’s important to clock any
changes and get them checked
as quickly as possible.
Here, Dr Adam Friedmann, a
dermatologist at Stratum Clinics,
clears up some common mole
myths...

Do more moles mean moreDo more moles mean moreDo more moles mean moreDo more moles mean moreDo more moles mean more
prob lems?prob lems?prob lems?prob lems?prob lems?
“This is true to a degree,” says Dr
Friedmann. “Anything up to 150-
250 is normal - much above this
number and the risk of
melanoma starts to increase. It’s
irregular-looking moles you
need to watch out for - and the
larger and more irregular looking
your moles, the larger the risk of

developing melanoma.”

New moles are more likelyNew moles are more likelyNew moles are more likelyNew moles are more likelyNew moles are more likely
to become cancerousto become cancerousto become cancerousto become cancerousto become cancerous
Friedmann says cancer can
develop in both new and old
moles. However, it’s advisable to
keep an eye out for new ones that
suddenly develop, as well as
changes in moles you’ve had for
a long time.
“About 50 percent of malignant
melanoma will arrive in existing
moles, and half will arrive in new
moles,” he says. “The vast
majority of moles are benign but
some moles have the potential to
turn into melanoma. Any mole
that’s changing shape or
continues to get bigger needs to
be reviewed, whether it is new or
pre-existing.”

People who have more thanPeople who have more thanPeople who have more thanPeople who have more thanPeople who have more than
11 moles on their right arm11 moles on their right arm11 moles on their right arm11 moles on their right arm11 moles on their right arm
could have a higher risk ofcould have a higher risk ofcould have a higher risk ofcould have a higher risk ofcould have a higher risk of
skin cancerskin cancerskin cancerskin cancerskin cancer
Friedmann says: “This is false,
but it could be a good indicator of
how many moles are on your
entire body. Anything in excess of
250 could increase your risk
factor.”

The darker your skin is, theThe darker your skin is, theThe darker your skin is, theThe darker your skin is, theThe darker your skin is, the
more protected you aremore protected you aremore protected you aremore protected you aremore protected you are
“This is right to a degree, as the
dark pigment creates a protective
barrier between the skin and

ultraviolet rays, but you still need
to wear protection,” Friedmann
stresses. In other words,
although people with pale skin
may be generally more at risk,
people with dark skin can - and
do - also get skin cancer.
Friedmann adds that it’s also a
myth that paler people can ‘tan
themselves to safety’ - the idea
that once you’ve built up a tan,
you’re less at risk of sun damage.
“The bottom line is, if you have
pale skin, you cannot ‘tan’
yourself to safety - tanning
increases your chance of
melanoma,” he says.

Changes should always beChanges should always beChanges should always beChanges should always beChanges should always be
checked by a doctor orchecked by a doctor orchecked by a doctor orchecked by a doctor orchecked by a doctor or
dermato logis tdermato logis tdermato logis tdermato logis tdermato logis t
This one is categorically not a
myth - because skin cancer can
potentially affect anyone, at any
age, and melanoma rates in the
UK have been on the rise. While
unusual changes don’t always
automatically mean you have
cancer, getting things checked
as soon as you notice them is
always advisable. If you do have
skin cancer, it’s far easier to treat
if picked up early.
Friedmann adds: “Our motto is
simple: A change needs a check.
Any mole changing in size,
shape or colour should be
reviewed straight away.”
                                                           PA/TPN
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Local dentist talks about Implants
Discover more about dental implants with info sessions from Dr CrisDiscover more about dental implants with info sessions from Dr CrisDiscover more about dental implants with info sessions from Dr CrisDiscover more about dental implants with info sessions from Dr CrisDiscover more about dental implants with info sessions from Dr Cris
Piessens taking place in Faro, Manchester and Albufeira.Piessens taking place in Faro, Manchester and Albufeira.Piessens taking place in Faro, Manchester and Albufeira.Piessens taking place in Faro, Manchester and Albufeira.Piessens taking place in Faro, Manchester and Albufeira.

Algarve. He specialises in dental
implants and will be able to give a clear
idea of just what modern dentistry can
now do and how this could help you,
particularly as the costs involved, perhaps
surprisingly, are considerably less than
you might pay in the UK.
Dr. Piessens has a long list of satisfied
clients, and will have pictures of ‘before’
and ‘after’ available to show just what can
be done.
Come and listen to Dr Piessens, and this
will give you a chance to find out more
about ways of improving your teeth as well
as the chance to ask him for free about any
particular concerns in an open forum
afterwards.
You will not be making any commitment by
coming to listen to him, you will be under no
obligation, and the talks are free. Come
and find out just what is involved in having
trouble-free teeth you can be proud of.
Further details about the info sessions
being held in Faro, Manchester and
Albufeira are available from
www.algarvedentalimplants.com.

Given the modern quest to look younger,
fitter and healthier, it has become essential
to have good-looking teeth and a beautiful
smile. Current research has also shown
just how easily a dental infection can affect
the overall general health of a person.
Perhaps you have thought about “getting
something done”, but have dismissed the
idea as too late in the day or simply too
expensive. If you spend a little time in the
company of local dentist Dr Cris Piessens,
you quickly come to realise that there is
virtually no such thing as “too late” and
much can also be done to help make new
teeth affordable.
With the range of possibilities expanding
so quickly, you may well wonder what the
process involves, what is the best thing for
you to do and how much it all costs. Dr Cris
Piessens, who established his clinic in
Albufeira more than 15 years ago, is a
Belgian dentist with many years’
experience.  He is making himself
available to provide answers about these
new techniques and other dental
problems, in a series of talks across the

Alzheime
 It’s the most common It’s the most common It’s the most common It’s the most common It’s the most common
form of dementia andform of dementia andform of dementia andform of dementia andform of dementia and
rates are rising, butrates are rising, butrates are rising, butrates are rising, butrates are rising, but
how much do youhow much do youhow much do youhow much do youhow much do you
really know about thisreally know about thisreally know about thisreally know about thisreally know about this
complex neurologicalcomplex neurologicalcomplex neurologicalcomplex neurologicalcomplex neurological
disease?disease?disease?disease?disease?

A lzheimer’s affects
thousands of
people in
Portugal and

almost everybody’s heard
of it, but this debilitating
and complex condition is
still often misunderstood.
Classed as a neurological
disorder, it causes memory
loss and cognitive decline,
which usually starts slowly
and gradually worsens
over time.
Understanding what it’s
really like to live with
Alzheimer’s can be
difficult, as there’s lots of
misinformation about the
disease and many myths
still prevail. For instance,
it’s not strictly just an
ailment associated with
older age, as around 5
percent of those diagnosed
with Alzheimer’s are under
65.
Here, with help from the
Alzheimer’s Society, we
sort the fact from the
fiction...

False: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’s
disease and dementiadisease and dementiadisease and dementiadisease and dementiadisease and dementia
are the same thingare the same thingare the same thingare the same thingare the same thing
Dementia is the name for a
group of symptoms that
commonly include
problems with memory,
thinking, problem solving,
language and perception.
It’s caused by different
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er’s disease – the myths and the facts

diseases that affect the
brain, one of which is
Alzheimer’s.
The brain is made up of
billions of nerve cells that
connect to each other and
in Alzheimer’s disease, the
vital connections between
these cells are lost.
Currently, Alzheimer’s is
the most common cause of
dementia.

False: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’sFalse: Alzheimer’s
disease is a naturaldisease is a naturaldisease is a naturaldisease is a naturaldisease is a natural
part of ageingpart of ageingpart of ageingpart of ageingpart of ageing
Age is the biggest risk
factor for developing
dementia, including
Alzheimer’s, but it isn’t a
natural part of growing
older and not everyone will
get it, which means other
factors are involved too.
There is currently no cure
for Alzheimer’s disease,
but there are things you
can do to help reduce your
risk, such as getting
regular exercise and
eating a healthy diet.

False: Eating coconutFalse: Eating coconutFalse: Eating coconutFalse: Eating coconutFalse: Eating coconut
oil can cureoil can cureoil can cureoil can cureoil can cure
Alzheimer’s diseaseAlzheimer’s diseaseAlzheimer’s diseaseAlzheimer’s diseaseAlzheimer’s disease
Some health bloggers
have claimed that coconut
oil can reverse memory
decline in Alzheimer’s
disease, but the
Alzheimer’s Society says
there is little evidence to
support this.
The theory is that the brain
cells in people with
Alzheimer’s disease are
unable to use glucose to
produce energy properly,
and coconut oil has been
cited as an alternative
energy source for the brain.
“The claims are based on a
couple of single cases but

there isn’t enough
research to show whether it
can really help,” says Dr
Clare Walton, research
communications manager
at Alzheimer’s Society.
“A US trial began looking
into the relationship
between coconut oil and
dementia, but it was
cancelled due to a lack of
participants... More high-
quality research needs to
be done before we can
recommend coconut oil for
people with Alzheimer’s
disease.”

True: Women are moreTrue: Women are moreTrue: Women are moreTrue: Women are moreTrue: Women are more
likely to getlikely to getlikely to getlikely to getlikely to get
Alzheimer ’sAlzheimer ’sAlzheimer ’sAlzheimer ’sAlzheimer ’s
There are almost twice as
many women with
Alzheimer’s disease than
there are men - but
because overall dementia
risk increases with age,
one possible explanation
could be that women live
longer on average, and
therefore have more years
to develop and get
diagnosed with the
disease.
However, there is also a
theory that loss of the
hormone oestrogen after
women go through the
menopause may be linked
to Alzheimer’s.
“Oestrogen plays an
important role in the brain,
and so declining levels
after menopause may
make the brain more
susceptible to
Alzheimer’s,” says Dr
Walton. “Oestrogen has
been found to increase the
number of connections in
the memory centre of the
brain, and there’s evidence
that it may protect against

the build-up of toxins.”
That said, Dr Walton says
we don’t yet have enough
evidence to recommend
HRT (hormone
replacement therapy) as a
preventative against
dementia in post-
menopausal women.

False: Cinnamon canFalse: Cinnamon canFalse: Cinnamon canFalse: Cinnamon canFalse: Cinnamon can
cure Alzheimer’scure Alzheimer’scure Alzheimer’scure Alzheimer’scure Alzheimer’s
d iseased iseased iseased iseased isease
One study carried out by
researchers from Tel Aviv
University and
Northwestern University
put forward the idea that
cinnamon bark extracts
were able to prevent and
even reverse Alzheimer’s
disease in mouse and fruit
fly models of the disease.
However, the volume of
raw cinnamon a person
would have to eat to

replicate the results of
many of the experiments
would likely be toxic, and
the study authors noted
that more research is
needed to determine a
conclusive link between
cinnamon and
Alzheimers’.

True: A MediterraneanTrue: A MediterraneanTrue: A MediterraneanTrue: A MediterraneanTrue: A Mediterranean
diet can lower yourdiet can lower yourdiet can lower yourdiet can lower yourdiet can lower your
risk of Alzheimer’srisk of Alzheimer’srisk of Alzheimer’srisk of Alzheimer’srisk of Alzheimer’s
d iseased iseased iseased iseased isease
A diet high in vegetables,
fruit and whole grains and
healthy fats, and low in
meat and sugar, has long
been touted for its general
health benefits - and the
good news is it can also
help reduce your risk of
developing Alzheimer’s
disease.
High levels of antioxidants
from fruit and veg may help

to protect against some of
the damage to brain cells
associated with
Alzheimer’s disease. A
Mediterranean diet also
includes lots of oily fish,
and the omega-3 oils in
these are known to help
keep brain cells healthy.
The Alzheimer’s Society
says that research into fish
oil supplements shows
they don’t have the same
effect as the real thing, so
make sure you’re getting
enough of the real deal.

False: Red wine canFalse: Red wine canFalse: Red wine canFalse: Red wine canFalse: Red wine can
prevent Alzheimer’sprevent Alzheimer’sprevent Alzheimer’sprevent Alzheimer’sprevent Alzheimer’s
d iseased iseased iseased iseased isease
As tempting as it may be to
curl up with a glass of Pinot
Noir after a long day and
call it medicinal, the
‘protective’ qualities of red
wine might not be totally

beneficial to brain health.
There’s only a small body
of evidence which
suggests that some of the
chemicals found in red
wine may be good for the
brain, and it’s not really
clear whether this could
help reduce dementia risk.
Heavy alcohol
consumption over a long
period of time, however,
has been linked to an
increased Alzheimer’s risk,
so moderate drinkers
shouldn’t feel encouraged
to reach for another bottle.
Alzheimer’s Society is a
partner in Join Dementia
Research, a nationwide
service that allows people
to register their interest in
participating in dementia
research and be matched
to suitable studies.
                                           PA/TPN

There isThere isThere isThere isThere is
currentlycurrentlycurrentlycurrentlycurrently
no cure forno cure forno cure forno cure forno cure for
Alzheimer’sAlzheimer’sAlzheimer’sAlzheimer’sAlzheimer’s
disease,disease,disease,disease,disease,
but therebut therebut therebut therebut there
are thingsare thingsare thingsare thingsare things
you can doyou can doyou can doyou can doyou can do
to helpto helpto helpto helpto help
reducereducereducereducereduce
your risk.your risk.your risk.your risk.your risk.
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For further information Tel:
Almancil: (+351) 289050919,
Lagos Tel (+351)
282762383,  or visit www.
bedroomsextraalgrave.com

Access
Algarve
For more information email:
info@accessalgarve.com
or visit:
www.accessalgarve.com

For more information,
Tel: 214863012 or visit:
http://clinic.cdhaley.pt

Dr. Haley,
Cascais

Bedrooms
Extra

For more information, Tel:
282 799141 or visit:
www.aim.com.pt

Aim Removals

Francis Haley, dentist in Cascais

A better sleep means a better life!

Access Algarve’s Voucher App
What would we do without our

mobile phone? In addition to
communication, what else do you
use your mobile for? Alarm,
calendar, WhatsApp,
Facebook? These are all Apps.
There’s over 2 million apps to
choose from, so it’s become a
normal way of life that we look at
our phone to see what time it is,
use the calculator or check our
emails.  Over 300 businesses from
Sagres to Faro have embraced
Access Algarve’s Voucher App.
They know we all have our phone
with us, and their discount, at our
fingertips.

We launched our Voucher App
for iPhone and Android last
summer.  We add businesses
every week; new and long
established. Our App is for
residents and tourists alike and
because the subscription is
annual, those living here get the
most out of the offers, with great
savings to use before, during, and
after the busy summer.

The discounts on the App are unlike
any others. There’s Buy-1-Get-1-Free
deals on pasta, burgers, pizza, main
meals, cocktails, toasties, cakes, tapas,
ice cream, waffles, coffees, smoothies,
and that’s just some of those in the
Food&Drink section.

Putting the resident in first place, we
thought about including a variety of
businesses local to you, so that you can
use your vouchers on a massage,
manicure, SPA entrance, golf equipment,
Stand Up Paddling, boat trip, bike rental,
without leaving your town.  The majority
of these businesses are open all year
round.

We’ve also added vital shops who
supply vegan, vegetarian, biological and
gluten free products; catering for any
dietary requirements; with a discount!
Ever thought about going on tour? We’ve
got vouchers for that too. We’ve even got
vouchers for a gentleman’s shave and
haircut!

We’d like to offer The PortugalThe PortugalThe PortugalThe PortugalThe Portugal
NewsNewsNewsNewsNews readers a 50% discount on our
normal subscription cost of 10€.  It’s the
perfect time of year to use our App as a
guide to ‘where to go/what to do’.  There’s
no simpler way to get a discount other than
just showing a digital voucher that’s on your
phone. Try it... it’s easy!

Most of the things dentists
have to do - fillings, extractions,
replacing missing teeth - are the
result of two preventable
pathologies : tooth decay and
periodontal (gum) disease.

 Dr. Francis Haley’s dental
practice, based in Cascais, is
primarily concerned with
prevention and minimally
invasive treatments  - promoting
the importance of routine check-
ups, oral hygiene instruction and
measures such as fissure
sealants and fluoride gel
application for children ( at the
same time giving youngsters a
relaxed attitude to a visit to the
dentist!). It is fortunately
becoming more common in
dental offices to see young adults
with no fillings and, as a result of
orthodontic treatment, nicely
aligned teeth. For those older
patients who have already received
restorative treatment, follow-ups and
maintenance are another occasion to
reinforce preventive attitudes.

 For the past two years, Dr. Haley has
been joined on a part-time basis by Dr.
Jessica Wright, a young dentist of dual
Portuguese and British nationality. She
completed her studies at the Instituto
Superior de Ciências da Saúde Egas
Moniz in the Lisbon area, qualifying in
2016. In the Cascais clinic she helps
regularly with implant surgeries, an area
she is very enthusiastic about. By assisting
and eventually performing these more
advanced procedures, Dr. Wright
complements the skills acquired by
postgraduate training, a fundamental part
of professional activity.

After qualifying from Guy’s Hospital,

London, Dr. Haley spent several years in
private practice in Paris. During his time
there he did extensive postgraduate
training notably in the specialities of
periodontology ( diagnosis and treatment
of gum disease) and implant surgery. After
moving to Portugal he maintained contact
with the University of Paris by participating
in a 2 year on-line diploma course on
advanced dental technology. More
recently he has participated in several
‘hands-on’ courses in microscopic dental
procedures and endodontics with a team
of Portugal’s top specialists.

Dr. Haley’s office, centrally located
near the ‘mercado’ and Cascais train
station, is fully equipped with constantly
updated material (operating microscope,
digital X-rays)  to provide the most
appropriate treatment for each patient.

AIM to pick the right removal
company for your move

AIM Removals & Storage are fully
aware that picking a removal company to
look after your move can be a daunting
task.  Having looked after hundreds of
families moving to and from Portugal over
many years we guarantee to:

•  Visit you at home to survey the items
that you plan to take with you.

•  Provide a free written quotation and
offer guidance to help you plan your move.

•  Wrap and pack your items if required
or be able to supply you with the correct
materials if you wish to do this yourself.

•  Produce a full inventory of the items
for shipment.

•  Provide full optional Insurance cover.
•  Transport / ship your goods to your

new residence.
•  Unload and unpack and takeaway

surplus packing materials.

For international shipments overseas
we will:

•  Load your household effects into a
steel customs approved shipping
container.

•  Arrange export customs clearance in
Portugal

•  Arrange full shipment of the container
to the nearest port of your destination.

•  Appoint an agent at destination who
will be your representative for Customs
Clearance and will arrange a preferred
delivery date with you.

•  Professionally deliver and unwrap
items at destination.

•  Collect the surplus packing materials.
AIM Removals & Storage have been

awarded membership of the BAR (British
Association of Removers) and are
committed to a quality service.

Following decades of trading
experience within the Algarve, Bedrooms
Extra know what they’re doing with regard
to UK beds.  They import a wide range of
mattresses and divans that comply with
British Safety Standards, so there will
always a bed to suit every requirement.

As they only sell from their extensive
stock, there is no delay in having your bed
delivered and getting that all important
good night’s sleep!  Choosing a mattress
is a very personal decision – it’s certainly
not a case of one size fits all.

It’s very important that you lie on the bed
and see if it gives you the support and level
of comfort that suits your needs.

Very often if you have back or joint
problems, you don’t need a firm or hard
mattress, but one that provides a mix of
both support and comfort.  All of the beds
are imported from the UK, so there’s no
confusion on their size as they are all

standard UK sizes, Single 90 x 190,
Double 135 x 190, King-size 150 x 200 and
Super-king 180 x 200.  Delivery covering
the whole of the Algarve is all part of the
service.

The bed ranges unique to Bedrooms
Extra are well known brands such as
Relyon, Dura Beds and the MLily range
(global partner of Manchester United).
The MLily range have removable covers,
are backed by a 5 year guarantee and are
also infused with a cooling gel.

Bedrooms Extra offer everything from
the traditional pocket sprung tufted
mattress to the multi-layered and varied
graded foam or even a hybrid!  They also
stock a range of quality pillows, mattress
protectors, duvets, and of course, only UK
sized bedding. There are 2 showrooms
where you can visit, try the beds and see
where your next good night’s sleep could
come from.
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Gorgeous energy efficient home plus annex and
orchard near Silves
Listed exclusively with SeaToSky Homes, this charmingListed exclusively with SeaToSky Homes, this charmingListed exclusively with SeaToSky Homes, this charmingListed exclusively with SeaToSky Homes, this charmingListed exclusively with SeaToSky Homes, this charming
farmhome has been lovingly restored and retrofitted withfarmhome has been lovingly restored and retrofitted withfarmhome has been lovingly restored and retrofitted withfarmhome has been lovingly restored and retrofitted withfarmhome has been lovingly restored and retrofitted with
top quality systems to keep you comfortable all year.top quality systems to keep you comfortable all year.top quality systems to keep you comfortable all year.top quality systems to keep you comfortable all year.top quality systems to keep you comfortable all year.

It boasts renowned STO thermal
insulation, solar panels for radiators, hot
water and electricity generation, plus a
heat exchanger to blow warm air through
the house and annex.

Featuring original interior doors, old
chimney breast, and terracotta tiles in the
entrance hall, rooms have been opened
to create a sense of space and let you
enjoy the expansive views across the
gardens and valley to surrounding hills.

The formal lounge and dining room has
sliding doors onto a covered terrace with
steps down to the entertainment area and
pool.  Back inside, there are 2 bedrooms
plus a 3rd room that is currently used as
a dressing room and office. Also on this
level is a guest toilet, and two bathrooms
with shower cubicles.

Stairs lead down to the family living
room with wood stove and doors onto
the entertainment terrace and pool area.
The modern kitchen boasts integrated
fridge and microwave, induction hob,
dishwasher and plenty of counter-space.
Off the kitchen is a spacious laundry
plus overflow kitchen space with oven,
as well as walk-in pantry.  This space
opens onto a shady garden and another
covered terrace and BBQ area which is
perfectly positioned for al-fresco dining.

There is an annex for guests or home
office, plus garage, workshop and 2
carports.  The land is mostly flat with a
mix of fruit trees including orange, lemon,
clementine, fig, lowquat, plum and
apricot.  The old water wheel is a char-
ming spot from which to enjoy the views.

Just a few minutes walk from a
popular restaurant and 4km from Silves
with all of its amenities, this would make
a lovely year-round home.  Silves golf

is less than 10 minutes, German School
is 8km and Nobel school is 12km.  Faro
airport is 40 minutes.

If you would like more information,

photos or an HD video tour of this
fantastic property (reference 2570)
priced at €435,000, please visit
www.seatoskyhomes.pt.
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Property HighlightProperty HighlightProperty HighlightProperty HighlightProperty Highlight

It’s all about the location of
this 2 bedroom, 2
bathroom apartment, just
a few minutes walk to the
Marina and the beach of
Vilamoura. Located within
a small condominium on
the first floor with private
underground parking and
a lovely communal garden
with a pool. This apartment

can be a perfect holiday
home or permanent
residency. Through the
entrence hallway there is
the fully equiped  spacious
kitchen on the left. The
lounge and dining area
has direct access to the
terrace that is overlooking
the gardens. One of the
bedrooms is front facing, it

is a great size with built in
wardrobes and a private
second terrace. The
master bedroom has a
shower room/en suite
with built in wardrobes.
Asking price €265.00.
Ref: Apartment Falesia.
For more information
about this property contact
info@silverholidays.com.

Perfect loction, Vilamoura 2 bedroom apartmentPerfect loction, Vilamoura 2 bedroom apartmentPerfect loction, Vilamoura 2 bedroom apartmentPerfect loction, Vilamoura 2 bedroom apartmentPerfect loction, Vilamoura 2 bedroom apartment



SATURDAY 12
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Live.
11.30 Flour Power.
12.00 Football Focus.
12.30 Homes Under the Hammer.
13.00 BBC News; Weather.
13.15 Bargain Hunt.
14.00 Money for Nothing.
14.45 Gymnastics: World

Championships.
16.30 Escape to the Country.
17.00 Celebrity Mastermind.
17.30 BBC News.
17.50 Pointless Celebrities.
18.40 Strictly Come Dancing.
20.35 The Wall.
21.30 Casualty.
22.15 BBC News; Weather;
22.30 National Lottery Update.
22.35 Mrs Brown’s Boys.
23.05 The NFL Show.
23.35 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: The Client (1994).
01.30 Weather for the Week Ahead.
01.35 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.45 Ali-A’s Superchargers.
07.05 Top Class.
07.35 Mustangs FC.
08.00 Blue Peter.
08.30 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Turbo (2013).
10.00 Robot Wars.
11.00 Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
12.00 Hairy Bikers: Route 66.
13.00 The Best of British

Takeaways.
14.00 Best House in Town.
14.30 Your Home Made Perfect.
15.30 James May’s Cars of the

People.
16.30 Gymnastics: World

Championships.
19.00 River Walks.
19.30 What Britain Buys and Sells

in a Day.
20.30 Dad’s Army.
21.00 Live at the Apollo.
21.30 Mark Ronson: From the

Heart.
22.45 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Tron: Legacy (2010).
00.40 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Valhalla Rising (2009).

ITV London
07.50 RWC 2019 Live: England v

France.
11.30 RWC 2019 Live: Ireland v

Samoa.
13.55 ITV News and Weather.
14.00 ITV Racing: Live from

Newmarket.
16.30 Paul O’Grady’s Little Heroes.
17.00 You’ve Been Framed!
18.00 ITV News and Weather.
18.30 Celebrity Catchphrase.
19.30 The Chase Celebrity Special.
20.35 The X Factor: Celebrity.
22.05 The Jonathan Ross Show.
23.10 ITV News and Weather.
23.25 A Confession.
00.30 Rugby World Cup 2019

Highlights.
01.30 Ideal World.
03.00 Sugar Free Farm.
04.00 RWC 2019 Live: Namibia v

Canada.

Channel 4
06.05 Cheers.
06.55 The Big Bang Theory.
07.45 Frasier.
09.00 The King of Queens.
09.55 Everybody Loves Raymond.
10.55 Four in a Bed.
13.30 Formula 1: Japanese Grand

Prix Qualifying Highlights.
15.00 The Simpsons.
16.30 A Place in the Sun.
17.35 Escape to the Chateau: DIY.
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Britain’s Most Historic

Towns.
20.00 Great British Car Journeys.
21.00 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Moonlight (2016).
23.10 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: The Day the Earth

Stood Still (2008).
01.05 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
01.55 Troy: The Highwire.
02.50 Hollyoaks.
05.05 Kirstie’s Handmade

Treasures.

BBC Four
19.00 Nature’s Perfect Partners:

Natural World.
20.00 Wild China.
21.00 Spiral.22.55 Classic

Albums: Amy Winehouse -
Back to Black.

23.55 Classic Albums: Nirvana -
Nevermind.

00.45 Classic Albums: The Wailers
- Catch a Fire.

01.45 Top of the Pops: 1988.
02.15 Nature’s Perfect Partners:

Natural World.

TUESDAY 15
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Live.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Head Hunters.
15.00 Escape to the Perfect Town.
15.45 Make Me a Dealer.
16.30 Money for Nothing.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 Holby City.
21.00 Dublin Murders.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 National Lottery Update.
22.35 Junior Doctors: On the Front

Line.
23.35 Stupid Man, Smart Phone.
00.25 Weather for the Week Ahead.
00.30 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30 Money for Nothing.
07.15 Escape to the Perfect Town.
08.00 Hairy Bikers: Route 66.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 The Boss.
13.45 My Life on a Plate.
14.30 Emergency Rescue Down

Under.
15.00 Politics Live Conference

2019.
16.15 Yellowstone: The Toughest

Spring.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
18.30 Strictly: It Takes Two.
19.00 Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
20.00 Saving Lives at Sea.
21.00 Love in the Countryside.
22.00 Defending the Guilty.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.15 NFL This Week.
00.05 The Big Hospital Experiment.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 Tenable.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
20.00 Love Your Garden.
21.00 Joanna Lumley’s Japan.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 Exposure: Predator Police

Uncovered.
23.35 Tenable.
00.30 Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.30 Mike & Molly.
07.20 The King of Queens.
08.10 Everybody Loves Raymond.
09.10 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.05 Couples Come Dine with Me.
13.05 A New Life in the Sun.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 A Place in the Sun: Summer

Sun.
16.00 Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
17.00 Four in a Bed.
17.30 Your Room or Mine?
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
19.55 Felicia’s Story: Stand Up to

Cancer.
20.00 The Great British Bake Off.
21.15 Snackmasters.
22.15 The Circle.
23.20 Gogglebox.
00.25 Emergency Helicopter Medics.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
19.30 Pubs, Ponds and Power: The

Story of the Village.
20.00 The Big Life Fix with Simon

Reeve.
21.00 Spotlight on the Troubles: A

Secret History.
22.00 Voyages of Discovery.
23.00 Bill Bailey’s Jungle Hero.
00.00 Majesty and Mortar: Britain’s

Great Palaces.
01.00 The Art That Made Mexico:

Paradise, Power and Prayers.

MONDAY 14
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Live.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Head Hunters.
15.00 Escape to the Perfect Town.
15.45 Make Me a Dealer.
16.30 Money for Nothing.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 Inside Out.
20.00 EastEnders.
20.30 Climate Change: What Can

We Do? - Panorama.
21.00 Dublin Murders.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.35 The Young Offenders.
23.05 Have I Got a Bit More News

for You.
23.50 The Graham Norton Show.
00.35 Weather for the Week Ahead.
00.40 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.00 Money for Nothing.
06.45 Fugitives.
07.30 Saving Lives at Sea.
08.30 The Week in Parliament.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 The Boss.
13.45 My Life on a Plate.
14.30 Emergency Rescue Down

Under.
15.00 Heir Hunters.
15.45 The Wonder of Animals.
16.15 Yellowstone: The Wildest

Winter.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
18.30 Strictly: It Takes Two.
19.00 Celebrity Antiques Road Trip.
20.00 Only Connect.
20.30 University Challenge.
21.00 What Britain Buys and Sells

in a Day.
22.00 Motherland.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.15 The Americas with Simon

Reeve.
00.15 Interior Design Masters.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 Tenable.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
19.00 UEFA Euro 2020 Live.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 UEFA Euro 2020 Highlights.
23.45 All Elite Wrestling: Dynamite.

Channel 4
06.30 Mike & Molly.
07.20 The King of Queens.
08.10 Everybody Loves Raymond.
09.10 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.00 Channel 4 News Summary.
12.05 Couples Come Dine with Me.
13.05 A New Life in the Sun.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 A Place in the Sun: Winter

Sun.
16.00 Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
17.00 Four in a Bed.
17.30 Your Room or Mine?
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
19.55 Stephen Merchant for SU2C.
20.00 Jamie’s Meat-Free Meals.
20.30 Food Unwrapped.
21.00 Crime and Punishment.
22.00 The Circle.
23.05 8 Out of 10 Cats Does

Countdown.
00.10 Pants on Fire.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
19.30 Pubs, Ponds and Power: The

Story of the Village.
20.00 American History’s Biggest

Fibs with Lucy Worsley.
21.00 The Last Battle of the Vikings.
22.00 The Real Doctor Zhivago.
23.00 The Story of China.
00.00 Milton Keynes and Me.

SUNDAY 13
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.00 The Andrew Marr Show.
10.00 Sunday Politics.
10.30 Sunday Morning Live.
11.30 Wanted Down Under.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News; Weather.
13.15 Songs of Praise.
13.50 Points of View.
14.05 Homes Under the Hammer.
14.35 Escape to the Country.
15.35 Garden Rescue.
16.20 Money for Nothing.
17.05 Pointless Celebrities.
17.50 BBC News.
18.15 Countryfile.
19.15 Strictly Come Dancing: The

Results.
20.00 Antiques Roadshow.
21.00 World on Fire.
22.00 BBC News.
22.30 Hindus: Do We Have a Caste

Problem?
23.10 The Women’s Football Show.
23.40 NFL Highlights.
00.40 A Question of Sport.
01.10 Weather for the Week Ahead.
01.15 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.35 Life in a Cottage Garden with

Carol Klein.
07.05 James Wong and the

Malaysian Garden.
08.05 Gardeners’ World.
09.05 Countryfile.
10.00 Saturday Kitchen Best Bites.
11.30 Gymnastics: World

Championships.
16.00 Seven Wonders of the

Commonwealth.
17.00 Rugby League: Grand Final

Highlights.
18.00 Saving Lives at Sea.
19.00 Africa with Ade Adepitan.
20.00 Dragons’ Den.
21.00 The Americas with Simon

Reeve.
22.00 The Mash Report.
22.30 Love in the Countryside.
23.30 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: The Spectacular Now

(2013).
01.00 Question Time.

ITV London
06.15 RWC 2019 Live: USA v

Tonga.
08.40 RWC 2019 Live: Wales v

Uruguay.
11.20 RWC 2019 Live: Japan v

Scotland.
14.00 ITV News and Weather.
14.10 The X Factor: Celebrity.
15.40 Tipping Point.
16.40 ITV News and Weather.
17.05 FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: FILM: Harry Potter and the

Chamber of Secrets (2002).
20.00 Who Wants to Be a

Millionaire?
21.00 Sanditon.
22.00 ITV News and Weather.
22.15 Inside Prison: Britain Behind

Bars.
23.10 Who Wants to Be a

Millionaire?
00.05 Rugby World Cup 2019

Highlights.
01.20 Ideal World.
03.00 Motorsport UK.

Channel 4
06.15 Cheers.
07.10 The King of Queens.
08.00 Frasier.
09.30 Sunday Brunch.
12.30 The Great British Bake Off.
13.50 Extreme Cake Makers.
14.25 Formula 1: Japanese Grand

Prix Highlights.
16.25 A Place in the Sun: Winter

Sun.
17.30 Grand Designs.
18.30 Channel 4 News.
19.00 Escape to the Chateau:

Designing the Dream.
20.00 Lost Pharaohs of the Nile.
21.00 Celebrity Hunted.
22.00 The Circle.
23.05 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: X-Men (2000).
01.00 The Great British Bake Off:

An Extra Slice.
01.55 Come Dine with Me: Costa

del Sol Special.
02.50 Grand Designs.

BBC Four
19.00 The Women’s Football Show.
19.30 Handmade in Bolton.
20.00 Britain’s Biggest Warship.
21.00 The Sky at Night.
22.00 France 1939: One Last

Summer.
23.00 Britain’s Greatest Generation.
00.00 The Sinner.
00.45 Naples ’44: A Wartime Diary.
02.05 Handmade in Bolton.
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WEDNESDAY 16
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Live.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Head Hunters.
15.00 Escape to the Perfect Town.
15.45 Make Me a Dealer.
16.30 Money for Nothing.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
20.00 Eat Well for Less?
21.00 The Apprentice.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 National Lottery Update.
22.35 Breaking Fashion.
23.10 The Truth About Alcohol.
00.10 Weather for the Week Ahead.
00.15 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30 Money for Nothing.
07.15 Escape to the Perfect Town.
08.00 Shop Well for Less?
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
11.15 Politics Live.
13.00 The Boss.
13.45 My Life on a Plate.
14.30 Emergency Rescue Down

Under.
15.00 Heir Hunters.
15.45 The Wonder of Animals.
16.15 Yellowstone: The Blazing

Summer.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
18.30 Strictly: It Takes Two.
19.00 The Andrew Neil Show.
19.30 The Channel Tunnel - Life on

the Inside.
20.00 Your Home Made Perfect.
21.00 Catching Britain’s Killers: The

Crimes That Changed Us.
22.00 The Apprentice: You’re Fired.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.15 Murder, Mystery and My

Family.
00.00 FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM:FILM: Marianne and Leonard:

Words of Love (2019).

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 Tenable.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.00 Heathrow: Britain’s Busiest

Airport.
20.30 Coronation Street.
21.00 Doc Martin.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 Peston.
23.45 Tenable.

Channel 4
06.30 Mike & Molly.
07.20 The King of Queens.
08.10 Everybody Loves Raymond.
09.10 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.05 Couples Come Dine with Me.
13.05 A New Life in the Sun.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 A Place in the Sun.
16.00 Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
17.00 Four in a Bed.
17.30 Your Room or Mine?
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
19.55 Pauline’s Story: Stand Up to

Cancer.
20.00 Location, Location, Location.
21.00 Grand Designs.
22.00 The Circle.
23.05 21 Kids and Counting.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
19.30 Pubs, Ponds and Power: The

Story of the Village.
20.00 Castles: Britain’s Fortified

History.
21.00 FILM: Hollywood’s Brightest

Bombshell: The Hedy Lamarr
Story (2017).

22.25 Sex: A Horizon Guide.
23.25 Sex, Lies and Love Bites: The

Agony Aunt Story.

THURSDAY 17
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Live.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Head Hunters.
15.00 Escape to the Perfect Town.
15.45 Make Me a Dealer.
16.30 Money for Nothing.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 EastEnders.
20.00 Watchdog Live.
21.00 The Met: Policing London.
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.35 Question Time.
23.35 Brexitcast; Weather.
00.10 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30 Money for Nothing.
07.15 Escape to the Perfect Town.
08.00 Antiques Roadshow.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 The Boss.
13.45 My Life on a Plate.
14.30 Emergency Rescue Down

Under.
15.00 Heir Hunters.
15.45 The Wonder of Animals.
16.15 Earth’s Greatest Spectacles.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
18.30 Strictly: It Takes Two.
19.00 MOTDx.
19.30 The Channel Tunnel - Life on

the Inside.
20.00 Hairy Bikers: Route 66.
21.00 Giri/Haji.
22.00 Later - with Jools Holland.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.15 Catching Britain’s Killers: The

Crimes That Changed Us.
00.15 Japan with Sue Perkins.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 Tenable.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 HS2 - Death of the High

Speed Express? Tonight.
20.00 Emmerdale.
20.30 Paul O’Grady’s Little Heroes.
21.00 Inside Prison: Britain Behind

Bars.
22.00 ITV News at Ten; Weather.
22.45 The Late Debate.
23.10 The Jonathan Ross Show.
00.15 Sanditon.

Channel 4
06.30 Mike & Molly.
07.20 The King of Queens.
08.10 Everybody Loves Raymond.
09.10 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.05 Couples Come Dine with Me.
13.05 A New Life in the Sun.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 A Place in the Sun: Winter

Sun.
16.00 Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
17.00 Four in a Bed.
17.30 Your Room or Mine?
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
20.00 The Dog House.
21.00 Charlotte Church: My Family

& Me.
22.00 The Circle.
23.05 8 Out of 10 Cats.
00.00 Gogglebox.

BBC Four
19.00 Beyond 100 Days; Weather.
19.30 Top of the Pops: 1988.
20.00 Forces of Nature with Brian

Cox.
21.00 Own the Sky: Jet Pack

Dreamers.
22.00 How to Build a Jumbo Jet

Engine.
23.00 Pain, Pus & Poison: The

Search for Modern
Medicines.

00.00 Francesco’s Venice.

FRIDAY 18
BBC One
06.00 Breakfast.
09.15 Rip Off Britain: Live.
10.00 Homes Under the Hammer.
11.00 Claimed and Shamed.
11.45 Caught Red Handed.
12.15 Bargain Hunt.
13.00 BBC News at One; Weather.
13.45 Doctors.
14.15 Head Hunters.
15.00 Escape to the Perfect Town.
15.45 Make Me a Dealer.
16.30 Money for Nothing.
17.15 Pointless.
18.00 BBC News at Six; Weather.
19.00 The One Show.
19.30 A Question of Sport.
20.00 Still Open All Hours.
20.30 EastEnders.
21.00 Have I Got News for You.
21.30 Would I Lie to You?
22.00 BBC News at Ten.
22.30 National Lottery Update.
22.35 The Graham Norton Show.
23.25 Fleabag.
23.50 The Apprentice.
00.50 Weather for the Week Ahead.
00.55 BBC News.

BBC Two
06.30 Money for Nothing.
07.15 Escape to the Perfect Town.
08.00 Gardeners’ World.
09.00 BBC News at 9.
10.00 Victoria Derbyshire.
11.00 BBC Newsroom Live.
12.15 Politics Live.
13.00 The Boss.
13.45 My Life on a Plate.
14.30 Emergency Rescue Down

Under.
15.00 Heir Hunters.
15.45 The Wonder of Animals.
16.15 Earth’s Greatest Spectacles.
17.15 Flog It!
18.00 Strictly: It Takes Two.
19.00 Richard Osman’s House of

Games.
19.30 Mastermind.
20.00 Gardeners’ World.
21.00 The Name of the Rose.
21.50 Amazing Hotels: Life Beyond

the Lobby.
22.00 QI.
22.30 Newsnight.
23.05 Even Later - with Jools

Holland and Mark Ronson.
00.05 Mark Ronson: From the Heart.
01.20 Climate Change: What Can

We Do? - Panorama.

ITV London
06.00 Good Morning Britain.
08.30 Lorraine.
09.25 Judge Rinder.
10.30 This Morning.
12.30 Loose Women.
13.30 ITV Lunchtime News.
14.00 Dickinson’s Real Deal.
15.00 Tenable.
16.00 Tipping Point.
17.00 The Chase.
18.00 ITV News London; Weather.
19.00 Emmerdale.
19.30 Coronation Street.
20.30 Vera.
22.25 ITV News; Weather.
23.10 Lethal Weapon.
00.05 Ideal World.

Channel 4
06.30 Mike & Molly.
07.20 The King of Queens.
08.10 Everybody Loves Raymond.
09.10 Frasier.
10.10 Ramsay’s Kitchen

Nightmares USA.
11.05 Undercover Boss USA.
12.05 Couples Come Dine with Me.
13.05 A New Life in the Sun.
14.10 Countdown.
15.00 A Place in the Sun: Winter

Sun.
16.00 Sun, Sea and Selling Houses.
17.00 Four in a Bed.
17.30 Your Room or Mine?
18.00 The Simpsons.
18.30 Hollyoaks.
19.00 Channel 4 News.
20.00 The Great British Bake Off:

An Extra Slice.
21.00 Gogglebox.
22.00 Live: The Circle Final.
23.35 Celebrity Hunted.

BBC Four
19.00 World News Today;

Weather.
19.30 The Live Lounge with Charli

XCX.
20.00 Rock ‘n’ Roll America.
21.00 Top of the Pops: 1988.
21.30 Eric Clapton: Life in 12 Bars.
23.35 Eric Clapton at the BBC - The

Rock ‘n’ Roll Years.
00.05 One-Hit Wonders at the BBC.
01.05 Peaky Blinders.
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Edifício “O Galeão” Loja 1 & 2
Rua dos Pescadores
8400-512 CARVOEIRO LAGOA

Tue - Fri 9.30 - 5.00
Sat: 9.30am - 2.00pm
raymond.compton@gmail.com

282 354 310

English Language
Book Exchange

Refunds on return
New books to order

Audio Books
C.D.’s Cards

DVD’s

AWNINGS & BLINDS

BOOKS

DRAINS

INTERIORS & FURNISHINGS

BUREAUCRACY

CARPENTRY

HEATING & COOLING
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POOLS & SPAS

LEGAL

PAINTING & DECORATING

TOFTS
Paul Tofts

Decorating & Painting

tofts@hotmail.co.uk           After 6pm
Mob: 918 938 004  Tel: 289 399 370

sales@theportugalnews.com
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REMOVALS & STORAGE
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TV / SATELLITE STEELWORKS

WEDDINGS

To place an advert in this section please call:
282341100 or email: sales@theportugalnews.com

Company & Service Finder:
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North & Centre

Please be aware that for legal reasons access to events
at Estoril and Lisbon Casinos is reserved to those age 18+.

(Entrance for Children via Foyer Panorâmico)

NEW THIS WEEK

Cinema
Judy - Stars: Renée
Zellweger, Jessie
Buckley, Finn Wittrock.
Genre: Biography,
Drama, History. Director:
Rupert Goold. Rating:
PG13. Plot: Legendary
performer Judy Garland
arrives in London in the
winter of 1968 to perform
a series of sold-out
concerts.

Gemini Man - Stars:
Mary Elizabeth Winstead,
Will Smith, Clive Owen.
Genre:  Action, Drama,
Sci-Fi. Director: Ang Lee.
Rating: PG13. Plot: A
retiring assassin, Henry
Brogan, finds himself
pursued by a mysterious
killer that can predict his
every move. Discovering
that he's being hunted by a

Cinema Listings
NOS Forum Algarve –
Faro
Gemini Man; Judy; Viriato;
Joker; Playmobil: The Movie
(PV); Rambo: Last Blood; A
Herdade; Red Shoes and the
Seven Dwarfs (PV).

NOS Mar Shopping -
L o u l é
Gemini Man; Judy; Joker;
Playmobil: The Movie (PV);
Hustlers; Rambo: Last Blood;
Trouble (PV).

Gran-Plaza NOS - Tavira
Gemini Man; Judy; Joker;
Playmobil: The Movie (PV);
Hustlers; Rambo: Last Blood.

Algarcine – Portimão
Joker; Playmobil: The Movie
(PV); It Chapter Two; Astro
Kid (PV).

Algarcine Lagos –
Joker; Playmobil: The Movie
(PV); Hustlers; Rambo: Last
Blood; Downton Abbey; A
Herdade.

Algarcine Ria Shopping –
O l h ã o
Joker; Playmobil: The Movie
(PV); Hustlers; Rambo: Last
Blood; Downton Abbey; Red
Shoes and the Seven Dwarfs
(PV); A Herdade; Uma
Aventura nos Mares (PV).

Cineplace Algarve
Shopping – Guia
Gemini Man; Judy; Viriato;
Driven; Joker; Playmobil:
The Movie (PV); Yao; Skin;
Hustlers; Rambo: Last Blood;
Downton Abbey; Ad Astra;
Trouble (PV); Angry Birds 2
(PV); Fast & Furious
Presents: Hobbs & Shaw; The
Lion King (PV).

Cineplace – Portimão
Gemini Man; Judy; Joker;
Playmobil: The Movie (PV);
Skin; Hustlers; Rambo: Last
Blood; Downton Abbey; Ad
Astra; Trouble (PV).

Estação Viana Shopping -
Viana do Castelo

Algarcine Portimão: 282 411 888 /
Olhão: 289 703 332 / Lagos: 282 799

138 / Sines: 269 633 510.

Cinemas NOS -
Tavira, Faro & Loulé

cinemas.nos.pt

Gemini Man; Joker;
Playmobil: The Movie (PV);
Rambo: Last Blood; Trouble
(PV).

Cineplace Loures
Shopping
Gemini Man; Judy; Viriato;
Driven; Joker; Playmobil:
The Movie (PV); Skin;
Rambo: Last Blood; Uma
Aventura nos Mares (PV);
Trouble (PV); Variações;
Angry Birds 2 (PV); The
Lion King (PV).

Cineplace Leiria
Shopping
Gemini Man; Judy; Joker;
Playmobil: The Movie (PV);
Skin; Vita & Virginia;
Hustlers; Rambo: Last Blood;
Ad Astra; A Herdade; Uma
Aventura nos Mares (PV);
Trouble (PV); Red Shoes and
the Seven Dwarfs (PV).

Cineplace Riosul  -  Seixal
Gemini Man; Judy; Joker;
Playmobil: The Movie (PV);
Skin; Hustlers; Rambo: Last
Blood; Downton Abbey; Ad
Astra; A Herdade;  Trouble
(PV); Red Shoes and the
Seven Dwarfs (PV); The
Lion King (PV).

Cineplace Guia: 289 561 073 /
Portimão: 282 070 101 / Leiria: 244

826 516 / Loures: 210 110 677 /
Riosul: 210 114 352 / Parque

Atlantico: 296 629 514 / Covilhã:
275 334 731 / Viana do Castelo:

258 100 260
www.cineplaceportugal.pt

          Events are correct at the time of going to press and according to information given to The Portugal News.
However, events may be cancelled, delayed or fail to live up to their billing. Please send your events to

events@theportugalnews.com by midday on the Monday before publication.

NOTE:
*(PV) = Portuguese version
 (OV) = Original version.

younger clone of himself,
Henry needs to find out why
he's being targeted and who
the creator is.

EXHIBITIONS
Drawing Room Lisboa 2019
9 October – 13 October, 2pm
– 9pm, Sociedade Nacional de
Belas Artes, Lisbon, Entry
from €3, www.viralagenda.com

Pure Pop Art Until 19
October, Forum Cultural de
Cerveira, Vila Nova de
Cerveira, Entry €3,
www.viralagenda.com

Open Call Until 15 October,
5pm – 12am, Supernova,
Porto, www.viralagenda.com

Micro-Clima Until 8
November, Galeria Valbom,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

She Who Tells a Story Until
9 November, 10am – 7pm,
Galeria Filomena Soares,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

The Corner Piece Until 5
October, Galeria Francisco
Fino, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

A Play of Boundaries Until
9 November, Carlos Carvalho
Arte Contemporânea, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

“into the PURE” de Renata
Carneiro Until 19 October,
9.30am – 7pm, Biblioteca
Municipal Florbela Espanca,
Matosinhos,
www.viralagenda.com

Bharat Sikka: Where The
Flowers Still Grow Until 26
October, 6pm – 7pm, Espaço
SP620, Porto, Free entry,
www.viralagenda.com

Down Under Until 19
October, Galeria de Arte Luís
Geraldes, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Dila Moniz Until 16
November, Forum Grandela,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

Invisible Empire Until 24
November, 10am – 6pm,
Museu do Oriente, Lisbon,
Entry €6, www.visitlisboa.com

Game, Set, Match.  Until 20
October.  Serralves, Porto. 
www.serralves.pt

It Takes Several Minutes
for the Eyes to Adjust to the
Dark 2 October – 18 October,
FBAUL Faculdade de Belas
Artes da Universidade de
Lisboa, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Faces Project 3 October – 2
November, 2pm – 7pm,
CARRASCO art gallery,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

Vasco Barata. Dreamers
Never Learn 4 October 2019

– 27 January 2020, 11am –
7pm, MAAT, Lisbon,
www.maat.pt

Safe Places – Kruella
D’Enfer Solo Show 5
October – 18 October, 4pm –
7pm, Circus Network, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

From Indonesia with Love
10 October – 24 November,
Museu do Oriente, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

URBAN SHAPES 17 October
– 18 November, 11am – 8pm,
Cabanda Mad, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Pauliana Valente Pimentel
17 October – 11 January,
Arquivo Municipal De Lisboa
Fotográfico, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Inês Norton. Please [Do
Not] Touch Until 27 October,
Tuesdays to Sundays, 10am –
6pm, Museu Nacional de Arte
Contemporânea – Museu do
Chiado, Entry €2 - €5,
www.museuartecontemporanea.gov.pt

Banksy – Genius or
Vandal.  Until 27 October,
Cordoaria Nacional, Lisbon. 
Tickets from €6. 
www.everythingisnew.pt

Nós Enredamentos,
Entretecidos Despojos Until
31 October, Jardim Botânico
da Faculdade de Ciências de
Lisboa, Lisbon, Entry €3,
www.museus.ulisboa.pt

Playmode 11 September  – 17
February, 11am – 7pm,
MAAT, Lisbon, www.maat.pt

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Portuguese Handicrafts
Fair every Saturday until 28
December, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Free entry,
www.visitlisboa.com

Festival Big Bang.  1 – 21
October.  Centro Cultural de
Belém, Lisbon.  www.ccb.pt

Amadora International
Comic Festival ’19 24
October – 3 November, Fórum
Luís de Camões, Amadora,
www.amadorabd.com

Vera World Fine Art
Festival ’19 1 October – 31
October, Pavilhão de Portugal,
Lisbon, www.verafestival.com

Intercasa – Living & Design
2019 9 October – 13 October,
FIL – Feira Internacional De
Lisboa, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

ModaLisboa – Lisboa
Fashion Week ’19 10 – 13
October, Pavilhão Carlos
Lopes, Lisbon, Free entry,
www.modalisboa.pt

DocLisboa ’19 –
International Film Festival
17-27 October, Cinemateca
Portuguesa, Lisbon,
www.doclisboa.org

Wine Market 18 October –
20 October, Campo Pequeno,
Lisbon, Entry €6,
www.visitlisboa.com

Women’s Film Festival 30
October – 3 November, Cinema
São Jorge, Lisbon, Entry from
€3.50, www.visitlisboa.com

InShadow – Lisbon
ScreenDance Festival’19 1
November – 30 November,
Lisbon, www.voarte.com

Festival Super Bock em
Stock’19 1 November – 30
November, Avenida da
Liberdade, Lisbon,
www.superbockemstock.pt

Web Summit Lisbon.  4 – 7
November, Altice Arena. 
www.websummit.com

Color Sound Frames 2019
13 November – 17 November,
Serralves, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

BLACK BASS Évora Fest
2019 14 November – 18
November, SHE – Sociedade

Harmonia Eborense, Évora,
Tickets from €3,
www.viralagenda.com

MARKETS
Botanic Market – Saturdays,
9am to 1pm, at the Botanic
garden University of Coimbra.
www.facebook.com/
mercadinhodobotanicocoimbra

CCB Market – 1st Sunday of
every month. Caminho Pedonal
e Praça CCB - Belém Cultural
Centre, Lisbon, Free entry

LxMarket – Sundays, 10am -
7pm. Lx Factory, Lisbon.
lxmarket.com.pt

Mercado D’Aqui – 1st Sunday
of every month. Parque de
Jogos.1º de Maio sports field.
www.mercadodaqui.pt

Benfica Handicrafts
Market. 1st Saturday of the
month, 10am until 6pm.
Estrada de Benfica, Lisbon

Flea Market. Every Tuesday
and Saturday, 9am until 6pm.
Campo de Santa Clara Lisbon

Handicraft and Antiques
Market. Saturdays 10am until
7pm. Mercado de Ribeira,
Lisbon

Antique Book Fair. Every
Saturday 10am until 5pm. Rua
Anchieta, Chiado, Lisbon

Handicrafts Market. 
Saturdays, Praça da Galiza, Vila
Nova de Cerveira

Mercado de Santana. The
largest Open Air Market in
Portugal. Sundays, 8am until
1pm. Caldas da Rainha

MUSIC
Led On – Led Zeppelin
Attitude Band 12 October,
11.55pm, Pátio Do Sol,
Oeiras, Lisbon, Tickets €12,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Pixies. 25 October, 8.30 pm,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
Tickets from €35,
www.everythingisnew.pt

Há Hip Hop A Norte 26
October, 9pm, Exponor,
Porto, Tickets from €12,
www.blueticket.pt

The Lumineers.  1
November, from 9pm, Campo
Pequeno. Tickets from €25. 
www.campopequeno.com

Belle and Sebastian 6
November, 9pm, Aula Magna,
Lisbon, Tickets from €24,
www.blueticket.pt

Djavan 8 November, 10pm,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon,
Tickets from €35,
www.visitlisboa.com

Blues Night by BBBF –
Travellin’ Brothers 9

November, 9.30pm, Fórum
Cultural José Manuel
Figueiredo, Moita, Setúbal,
Tickets from €10,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

André Rieu.  20 – 28
November, Altice Arena,
Lisbon. Tickets from €40. 
www.arena.altice.pt

Vampire Weekend.  26
November, 8.30pm, Coliseu de
Lisboa. Tickets from €30.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Bryan Adams.  6 December,
9pm, Altice Arena Lisbon. 
Tickets from €40.
www.blueticket.pt

James Arthur.  19 January,
Campo Pequeno, Lisbon.
Tickets from €23.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Madonna Madame X Tour.
16, 18 & 19 January, from
8.30pm, Coliseu Lisboa. 
Tickets from €75. 
www.everythingisnew.pt

Drawing Room Lisboa 2019. 9 October – 13 October, Lisbon.Drawing Room Lisboa 2019. 9 October – 13 October, Lisbon.Drawing Room Lisboa 2019. 9 October – 13 October, Lisbon.Drawing Room Lisboa 2019. 9 October – 13 October, Lisbon.Drawing Room Lisboa 2019. 9 October – 13 October, Lisbon.

Festival Big Bang.  1 – 21 October. Lisbon.Festival Big Bang.  1 – 21 October. Lisbon.Festival Big Bang.  1 – 21 October. Lisbon.Festival Big Bang.  1 – 21 October. Lisbon.Festival Big Bang.  1 – 21 October. Lisbon.
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Keane 25 January, 8pm,
Coliseu do Porto, Porto,
Tickets from €30,
www.everythingisnew.pt

The 1975.  7 March, Altice
Arena Lisbon, 8.30pm.
www.everythingisnew.pt

Bon Iver.  15 April.  Altice
Arena Lisbon, 8.00pm.
www.everythingisnew.pt

THEATRE & DANCE
Chicago.  11 September – 29
December, 9.30pm, Teatro da
Trindade INATEL, Lisbon

Kiki Van Beethoven 13
September – 13 October,
9.30pm, Teatro Meridional,
Lisbon, www.viralagenda.com

Cindarela 13 October, 4pm,
Europarque – Grande Auditório,
Aveiro, Tickets from €10,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Uncle Vanya.  From 17
October, Estrela Hall Lisbon.
lisbonplayers.com.pt

Mon€y 17 October – 3
November, Teatro Nacional D.
Maria II, Lisbon,
www.viralaganeda.com

Maxime Cabaret Show 20
September – 14 December,
8.30pm, Maxime Restaurante
– Bar, Lisbon, Tickets €55,
www.viralagenda.com

The Phantom of the Opera. 
18 & 19 October, 8.30pm,
Coliseu Porto Ageas.  Tickets
from €40, www.coliseu.pt

La Diva et Le Maestro in
Operah! Ah! Ah! 19 October,
9pm, Centro Cultural de
Belém, Lisboa, Tickets €20,
www.visitlisboa.com

FIDNAC 30 October – 16
November, Teatro Garcia de
Resende, Évora, Tickets from
€5, www.viralagenda.com

Shrek the Musical 16
November 2019 – 2 February
2020, Auditório Casino Estoril,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Igor Moiseyev Ballet 21
November, Casino Estoril –
Salão Preto & Prata, Tickets
from 30€,
www.ticketline.sapo.pt

Sleeping Beauty by the
Russian Classical ballet.  
22 November, 9.30pm, Coliseu
Porto Ageas.  Tickets from
€15.  www.ticketline.sapo.pt

The Phantom of the Opera. 
21 – 23 November, from
9.30pm, Campo Pequeno. 
Tickets from €15. 
www.campopequeno.com

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Ashtanga Yoga Class, 4
September – 17 December,
7.30pm – 8.30pm, Jardim do
Torel, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Life Coaching Masterclass
28 September – 25 January
2019, 9am – 12.30pm, Estudio
Mariposa, Lisbon, Tickets
from €25,
www.viralagenda.com

Yoga for Anxiety and Stress
Relief 4 October 2019 – 28
January 2020, 7pm – 8pm,
Jardim do Torel, Lisbon, Cost:
€6, www.viralagenda.com

CodeWeek  5 October – 18
October, 9.30am – 6pm,
Lispolis – Polo Tecnológico
Lisboa, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

Andy Mumford: Life
Lessons from Landscape
Photography 12 October,
4.15pm, Biblioteca Municipal
Almeida Garrett, Porto,
www.viralagenda.com

Public Speaking Course  6
& 7 November, Faculdade De
Direito da Universidade do
Porto, Porto, Tickets from
€30, www.viralagenda.com

Azulejo Workshop  9
November – 7 December,
9.30am – 1pm, Museu do
Oriente, Lisbon,
www.viralagenda.com

SPORTS
Nazaré Big Wave
Challenge. 1 October – 31
March, Praia do Norte,
Nazaré, Free entry,
www.worldsurfleague.com

Fall Tryouts – Lisboa Roller
Derby Troopers 9 October –
12 October, Lisbon, Entry €5,
www.viralagenda.com

Estoril Classics.  11 – 13
October, Cascais.
www.estorilclassics.com

Rip Curl Pro Portugal WSL
Tour. 16 - 28 October, Praia
dos Supertubos, Peniche, Free
entry, www.worldsurfleague.com

EDP Lisbon Marathon.  20
October, Lisbon. 
www.maratonaclubedeportugal.com

Moche XL Games Workd.
14 – 16 November, Altice
Arena.  Tickets from €8.
www.blueticket.pt

South
AUCTIONS
Auction House Algarve. 
Live auction 2 November. All
items can be viewed at the
auction house and through our
online catalogue:
www.ahalgarve.com, 289 832
380, info@ahalgarve.com

EXHIBITIONS
André Waksman exhibition.
13 September – 15 October,
Manor Properties, Praça
Doutor António Padinha,
Tavira.  www.taviradartes.com

Hans van Hoogdalem
exposition.  14 September – 4
November, Mon – Sun 2pm –
5pm.  Museu do Traje, São
Brás de Alportel. www.amigos-
museu-sbras.pt

Leonardo da Vinci The
Inventor,  1 August – 27
October, 3pm – 11pm, Messe
Militar De Lagos, Lagos,
www.viralagenda.com

‘Sophia’s Places’
Photography Exhibition 14
September – 26 October, 10am
– 6pm, Cultural Centre, Lagos,
www.visitalgarve.pt

‘The Other Algarve’ Hélio
Ramos 4 October – 29 October,
9.30am – 5.30pm, Pintor
Samora Barros Art Gallery,
Albufeira, www.visitalgarve.pt

Sand City. Until 30
November, 10am-10pm.,
Lagoa. Cost: €11.90 (Adult);
€9.50 (Seniors);  €5.90
(Children between 6-12); Free
(under 5yo’s). www.sandcity.pt

‘Reunion’ Exhibition Work
by Hein Semke. Until 30
October, 2.30pm-6pm (Tue)
& 10.30am-6pm (Wed-Sun).
Municipal Museum, Portimão.

Local Arts & Crafts Expo.
Open daily 10am - 5pm.
Artes@Spa, Caldas de
Monchique.

Arte Natura - by Monika &
Bernhard. Craftwork with
natural materials. Caldas de
Monchique. Daily 10am to
6pm. 962 815 386.

Paintings by Liz Allen. 
Ongoing exhibition. Óchálá
Casa de Chá, 12 Rua Dr.
Samora Gil, Monchique 8550
249 Wednesday - Sunday 10-
6pm.  282 912 524

FAIRS & FESTIVALS
Algarve Spa Week.  5 -13
October, various locations
Algarve. www.algarve-spa-
week.com

BLiP Expo - Better Living
in Portugal. 12 & 13
October, 10am-4pm. Portimão
Arena, Portimão.
www.betterlivinginportugal.com

Birdwatching and Nature
Festival.  10 – 13 October,
Sagres.
www.birdwatchingsagres.com

ACCA’s Golden, Glamour
& Glitz Gala.  2 November,
from 7.30pm, Conrad Algarve
Ballroom.  Cost  €150. 919
617 995

MARKETS
Loulé - Every Saturday

Quarteira - Every Wednesday

Lift Market Lagos - Every
Saturday

São Brás de Alportel
Market  – Every Saturday

Algoz -2nd Monday of the
month

Cortelha - 2nd Saturday of the
month

Almancil Flea Market - 2nd

and 3rd Sunday of the month 

Chinicato Flea Market - 2nd

Sunday of the month

Caliços - 1st and 3rd Tuesday
of the month

Guia - 3rd Friday of the month

Caliços Flea Market - 2nd

and 3rd Saturday of the month

Fuseta Flea Market - 2nd

Sunday of the month

Aldeia Nova - 2nd Sunday of
the month

Castro Marim Market – 2nd

Saturday of the month

Lagoa Market - 2nd Sunday of
the month

Ferragudo Flea Market - 2nd

Sunday of the month

Faro - 2nd Sunday of the month

Car Boot Sale from 9am, 1st

Sunday of each month. Old
School House, Vales, Aljezur.

Farmers Market.  1st Sunday
of each month, 10am – 1pm,
Quinta Shopping.
info@quintashopping.com

MUSIC
Bella a Cappella.  12
October, 4.30pm, Teatro
Mascarenhas Gregório, Silves.
www.bellaacappella.net

New Orleans Jazz with the
Dixie Kings.  17 October,
Holiday Inn Armação de Pêra.
282 320 260

Baroque Ensemble
Arianna.  19 October from
5pm, Ermida de Guadalupe,
Vila do Bispo.  Free entry.
www.ensemble-arianna.com

Baroque Ensemble
Arianna.  20 October from
4pm, Convento de São José,
Lagoa.  Free entry.
www.ensemble-arianna.com

Bella a Cappella. 26
October, 6.30pm, Herdade da
Corte Turismo Rural,

Estoril Classics.  11 – 13 October, Cascais.Estoril Classics.  11 – 13 October, Cascais.Estoril Classics.  11 – 13 October, Cascais.Estoril Classics.  11 – 13 October, Cascais.Estoril Classics.  11 – 13 October, Cascais.

Birdwatching and Nature Festival.  10 – 13 October, Sagres.Birdwatching and Nature Festival.  10 – 13 October, Sagres.Birdwatching and Nature Festival.  10 – 13 October, Sagres.Birdwatching and Nature Festival.  10 – 13 October, Sagres.Birdwatching and Nature Festival.  10 – 13 October, Sagres.

Morenos, near Santa Catarina.
www.bellaacappella.net

The Dixie Kings.  14
November, 7.30pm, Raj Indian
Restaurant, Holiday Inn
Algarve, Armação de Pêra.
info@hialgarve.com

Sunshine Big Band ,  Every
Sunday, 12.30pm – 2.30pm,
Fortaleza, Praia da Luz.  282
789 926

New Orleans Jazz with The
Dixie Kings. Every Monday at

Tivoli Hotel, Lagos (behind the
bus station) 8.30pm - open to
all, Free entry - info:
www.neworleansjazzalgarve.com

New Orleans Jazz with The
Dixie Kings.  Every Sunday
at O’Navegador Restaurant,
Alvor.  935 086 365

SPORT
National Adapted Sailing
Championship and
European Adapted Sailing
Championship. 27 September
- 12 October. Portimão.

Impossible Run.  13
October, 9am – 3pm, Estádio
Municipal Lagos.  Entry from
€12.50.  www.lagosemforma.pt

Walking Football
Tournament. 14 – 15 October,
Odiaxere Stadium, Lagos.
www.walkingfootballalgarve.com

Portugal Masters.  24 – 27
October, Dom Pedro Victoria
Golf Course, Vilamoura.
www.tickets.europeantour.com

European Le Mans Series. 
25 – 27 October, Autodromo
do Algarve.  Tickets from €10. 
www.autodromodoalgarve.com

Algarve Tri Run.  27
October, Vilamoura.
www.louledesporto.com/tri-run/

Casinos of the Algarve Rally.
30 October – 2 November.
Various locations.  Free entry.
www.clubautomovelalgarve.pt

Algarve Classic Festival.  1
– 3 November. Algarve
International Racetrack,
Portimão.
www.autodromodoalgarve.com

Run Quinta.  8 – 10
November, Quinta do Lagoa.
Half marathon, 10k and 5k.
Singel entry €25.
www.runquinta.com

FIM International Six Days
Enduro.  11 - 16 November.
Algarve International
Racetrack, Portimão.
www.autodromodoalgarve.com

THEATRE & DANCE
Algarve Classic Gala
Dance. 19 October, 7.30pm.
Fénix Room, Algarve Congress
Centre, Tivoli Marina,
Vilamoura. www.artaqua.pt

Rhythmic Dance Show.
Special Charity event.  8
November, from 7pm,
Restaurant Horta Grill, Montes
de Alvor.  964 171 294

Madagascar – A Musical
Adventure 21 – 23
November, Teatro das Figuras,
Faro, Tickets from €5,
www.viralagenda.com

The Wizard of Oz by The
Algarveans.  21 – 23
November, 7.45pm, matinee
on 23rd at 2pm, Carlos do
Carmo Auditorium Lagoa.
Tickets €10.
www.ticketline.pt

WORKSHOPS &
COURSES
Winter Wellness
Meditation workshop. The
Essence Tree Silves. 13
October 11am - 12pm. €5 per
session. Call 964 388 077

Floral centerpiece
workshop.  Quinta dos Santos
and Ferox studio.  26 & 27
October, 11am – 1pm.  €75
per 3 hour workshop.
ann@quintadossantos.com

Painting in Oil and Acrylics
Workshop.  Wednesday &
Friday, 10am – 12pm, Escola
de Artes Fernando Rodrigues,
Lagoa.  965 594 511

Transformation workshop. 
Every Monday, 10am –
12pm.  1 Chakras.  917 899
115  vdvreugde@hotmail.com

Cork Workshops. Mondays
& Thursdays, 2.30pm, Algarve
Costume Museum, Cost: from
€25, www.viator.com

Algarve Dental Implant
Info Sessions. 31  October &
28 November  Albufeira, 12
December, Faro. Free entry.
www.algarvedentalimplants.com
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Auctions

Kitchen
Renovation

George & Son

BEFORE

AFTER

Save thousands
of Euros!

Lots of door
designs if needed.

Don´t buy a new kitchen
until you’ve spoken to

us! We can renovate your
old kitchen at a very

reasonable cost. Free,
NO-obligation estimates.
Call Jamie on 968 211 631

or  965 137 517or email
jamiekitchen83@gmail.com

NEXT LIVE AUCTION
Saturday, 2 November 2019

10.00am onwards

Check out our Facebook
page & view items coming

up at Auction. View the
catalogue and bid on line at
www.ahalgarve.com where

further details are available.
Tel: 289 832 380 or email us

at info@ahalgarve.com

Approx. 500 lots.
• Antiques and Collectibles
• Designer Handbags
• Furniture and Art
• Tools
• Jewellery: Antique, Vintage &
Modern
• Sports Equipment

SHOULDER
PROBLEM?

Pain-free Treatment!
Guaranteed Improvement

or your money back.
Dr. Bock. 966 706 606.

TPN/TO/61649579

Chimney Sweep

ENGLISH TEACHER.
Friendly, creative, fluent-
speaker is needed for
Portimão area to teach
younger children. Training
provided. Tel: 925931128

Jobs (looking for)

MACKENZIE PORTUGAL
is seeking to employ
property consultants.  For
competitive salaries and
opportunity to travel
please send your CV:
enquiries@mackenzie-
realestate.com

CRY-HAVOC  Portugal  is
recruiting! For September/
October available positions:
- merch handler
- styling assistant
- runner
We are a photography
business that shoots large
projects for uk companies
please contact:
tania.loucao@cry-
havoc.co.uk

FREELANCE
CONSULTANT seeks
opportunities in Real
Estate, Sales/Marketing,
Business Development,
etc. International
experience. Please Email
your requirements/projects
to: alterup4746@gmail.com

WOODBURNING FIRE SPECIALISTS
sales@firesofportugal.com
www.firesofportugal.com

289 489 958 or 967 721 209

Health & Beauty

LOOKING  FOR  jobs/
projects/ sales/positions
or other income
possibilities on expenses-
paid basis. Skilled &
experienced.  All Offers to:
nohorsehockey@gmail.com

Leisure

CC  SUPPORT   GROUP.
Help and Support Group
providing information on
depression and Bi-Polar
Disorder. All welcome.
Meetings in Casa Inglesa,
Portimão on the first
Monday of every month at
6.30pm.  Tel.  914878927.

Announcements

HOT WATER without any
sunshine needed: see more
at www.shs-pt.com
TPN/TO/11797597

PROFESSIONAL
CLEANING Private Villas,
Restaurants, Shops,
Condominiums and
Companies: info@nice-
cleaning.com
TPN/TO/74292442

Caravans &
Motor Homes

CARAVAN OR MOBILE
HOME wanted to live in,
please call 00351 966706140
TPN/TO/35289742

CHIMNEY SWEEP, for
a quick dust free
cleaning of your

chimney using the new
power sweep system

Tel 282330640/
934927944

TPN/TB/98819489

CERTIFIED
PEDICURIST Dutch,

German, English & little
Portuguese spoken. For

appointment:
919 390 871 or email to
yourfeet1@gmail.com

visit:
feetality.strikingly.com

POOL TABLE/
SNOOKER very good

condition all accessories
included, can be delivered.

€1350.  Call 966 006 666

Education

ENJOYABLE
PORTUGUESE courses

(with focus on
conversation) starting in
October. Private lessons:
2 students together only

pay for 1. Centro de
Línguas de Lagos. Cal

282761070. Email
info@centrodelinguas.com

TPN/TB/46326124

Friendship

I SEEK A single bbw
female friend above 30
years, working
professional, with no kids,
for serious lifetime of love.
I am 37, black guy living in
Northampton, UK . No
scammers! Email:
onuowusu25@gmail.com.
Mob/Whatsapp:
 074 48973770
TPN/TO/39785654

For Sale Private

POOL TABLE 7ft,
refurbished with

accessories. Can be
delivered. €1200
Tel: 966 006 666

Place your free ad
under ‘Friendship’

up to 12 words.
Call 282 380 315.

N.B. The Portugal News
does not print ‘escort’

or similar type ads.

GERMAN   COMPANY
seeking full-time English or
German speaking Recruiter
of skilled labour in Portugal
for German market. Flexible
hours/work place.
Tel: +351 968 824 131

EXPERIENCED
PORTUGUESE chef
looking for placement
kindly contact Mr
Yunus +351920190885

Jobs Offered

Pet park is still open despite
local road closure, contact
us for details.

Property Finance

FINANCIAL  MARKETS
Trading Educator moving
to Lisbon seeks to finance
property purchase.
pinder321@gmail.com
TPN/TO/82741684

Property for Rent

AVAILABLE FOR long
term rental in Vilamoura:
Fully furnished T0/T1/T2. 1
year contract. Please
contact: 289322080
Between 9am and 18pm
TPN/TO/26287263

GROUND  FLOOR
apartment in the centre of

Silves. Large bedroom.
Recent renovation with

all amenities.
sapatosrasos@gmail.com
TPN/PA/78273478

Pets
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All types and sizes
carried out to a very

high standard.
27 years experience

Shoreland Properties Lda.
Tel. 913223402 or 282763000

shorelandproperties@
mail.telepac.pt

www.shorelandproperties.com

BUILDING
WORKS

BUILDING

Removals &
Storage

Dining OutDining OutDining OutDining OutDining Out

SELL YOUR... Antiques,
Collectables, Garden

Ornaments, Architectural
Salvage, Furniture, Full

House Clearances.
Contact Mark   914774438.

OPEL ASTRA MOT, full
service, new timing belt,
good condition. €800
Call 965 034 258

Wanted

WANTED 11 YEARS  plus
golf  set. 963 800 626

YOGA - ART - MASSAGES
Av. Dr. Eduardo Mansinho
26, Tavira. +351 966 038 379
Facebook : y.a.m shala
Instagram : @y.a.m.shala
www.yamshala.com

Well-being

STAMPS! Send to The
Portugal News, Apt. 13,
8401-901 Lagoa.

ASPIRALGARVE
Central Vacuuming System
Specialist. Installation and

technical assistance.
Tel. 961 142 530

aspiralgarve@hotmail.com

GARAGE.  UNIQUE
opportunity - LARGE
SPACIOUS GARAGE to
rent  long term; suit 4 cars;
boats; storage. Double
security location. Portimao
400 euros pm. 918594223.
Private
TPN/TO/51538613

VILAMOURA
STUNNING 3BR condo
apartment on Millennium
golf course. Fully
furnished & equipped.
Living/dining room w/
fireplace and large terrace.
All bedroom with terraces
& fitted wardrobes. 2
bathrooms, 1 ensuite. Eat-
in kitchen, gas central
heating, two underground
parking places. Communal
gardens & pool. €1250/
month plus utilities. Long
term rental through owner
- 915546802
TPN/TO/46245676

Property for Sale

VALE  FORMOSO,
Almancil 3 bed luxury villa
with apartment & garage.
Coastal views and great
security. Prime position in
‘The Crest‘ Bargain at
€985,000  tel: 914574199
hotalgarve@gmail.com
TPN/TO/87964298

ALMANCIL  HILLS. 4 bed
villa with pool & garage.
Good neighbourhood with
coastal views. Bargain at
€495,000  914574199
TPN/TO/41594154

BUILDING  PLOTS
Quality plots with coastal
views and good access.
Loule,  Almancil & St
Barbara. Build your dream
home in a grade A position.
 914574199
TPN/TO/68476137

Property Services
& Building

LEAKING  ROOFS &
terraces  Problems

solved 27 years
experience in Algarve.

Call  913 223 402
TPN/TB/32682954

Property Wanted

WANTED FOR long-term
rent, house 3/4 bedrooms.
Unfurnished. Lagoa/
Portimão area.
Tel: 962 764 486

Services offered

MAN &VAN. Light or
heavy removals. Please

call Blake for a
quotation.

Tel.912601192/
+44(0)7789873824.

TPN/TB/11418277

BRITISH  PLUMBER.
Over 40 years experience.
No job too small. Call
William 937722988 /
07732499057
TPN/TO/55956836

GERMAN   HANDYMAN
and electrician.

Tobias Weltzien
English and German

spoken in Central Algarve
962 361 199

weltzien3@gmail.com

Transport &
Removals

TRANSPORT PORTO,
Lisbon, Algarve and
anywhere in between, a
fortnightly service one box
to a full load, commercial
goods, removals with
packing service if required.
Forwarding to England and
Europe service from our
depot in the Algarve,
where storage is also
available Please phone
David 919873075
david@dlsremovals.com
TPN/TO/28918357

Vehicles

PORTUGUESE
REGISTERED Toyota
Rav4 Volvo 440 Volvo
convertible Toyota Celica.
We buy foreign and
damaged cars 927716188
TPN/TO/32971895

WE BUY foreign damaged
cars. Portuguese cars for
sale Volvo C70 convertible
Volvo 440 Toyota Celica
RAV4 VW Caddy
927716188
TPN/TO/58173456

WE BUY CARS Algarve
all types of vehicles

considered. We buy PT
GB Dutch German
French. We buy

damaged and non
runners. Call David PT

911136377 UK
+447984932876

TPN/TB/98419894

TRIUMPH
BONNEVILLE 2001.
Portuguese reg. VGC. 7000
kms. Lagos. €5750. Tel:
933823112
TPN/TO/89427828

FORD  EXPLORER 4x4
LHD. Excellent inside &
out.  Regularly Serviced

with new parts. UK
registered. €7,700. Tel

964254748
TPN/PA/96116868

Get 10% DISCOUNT
when you submit the

classified online.

www.theportugalnews.com
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CRYPTIC CROSSWORD
ACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSS
  1. Diagrammatic form of catechism (9)
  8. Talkative bird that is quiet to begin

with (3)
  9. Nought, for example! (5,6)
11. Broadcast rated A.I. perhaps (7)
12. Go away for a holiday (5)
13. He can carry drink (6)
15. Steps inside? (6)
17. Big part of provincial Argentina (5)
18. Cancels the signature for the plans? (7)
20. Following page in the marriage

ceremony (5-6)
22. Born in a famine, evidently (3)
23. The price of silence? (4,5)

DOWN
  2. Sound of a dove and a duck in

company (3)
  3. Agencies that inform me before help

comes up (5)
  4. Loiter perhaps, but he's unlikely to! (6)
  5. Short rhyme upheld by Colet (7)
  6. His role may be grand or comic (5-6)
  7. Ladies expected to succeed (9)
10. Subscriber? (11)
11.  It's distasteful, drive back fast! (9)
14.  It clears one's view - to humbug? (7)
16. He was known for his fairness (6)
19. Move the ship in haste amid

confusion (5)
21. Girl thieves lack this (3)

QUICK CROSSWORD

Last week’s solutions

SUDOKU Fill in the grid so that every row, every column, and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1 through 9. Answers next week.

HardMedium
ACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSSACROSS
  1. Australian missile (9)
  8. Look at (3)
  9.  Remark (11)
11. Utmost (7)
12. Problem (5)
13. Attacker (6)
15. Continue (4,2)
17. Essay (5)
18. Search (7)
20. Destroyed (11)
22. Legendary bird (3)
23. Artifice (9)
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  2. Sphere (3)
  3. Weird (5)
  4. Rouse (6)
  5. Momentary view (7)
  6. Give help (4,7)
  7. Allusion (9)
10. Positions (4,2,5)
11. Transport with delight (9)
14. Missions (7)
16. Tie up (6)
19. Guide (5)
21. Sheep (3) L
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NEIL CONNOLLYNNNNNFit for golf
When faced with this

dilemma the Pro will
normally show the same
diplomacy skills reserved
for politicians and embassy
officials alike.

An amateur golfer
wanting to hit the ball
further is always at the top
of the player’s wish list, very
close to the desire to have
more consistency. It does
remind me of an
interesting comment,
made by one of my Tour
Pro friends in the UK. He
was asked whilst playing a
Pro-Am if there was any
chance of one the
amateurs, with whom he
was playing, could ever hit
the ball as far as the Pro.
My friend smiled knowingly
and said if he were to hit
the ball on his backswing,
there might be a chance.
The amateur was
somewhat disappointed.

So where does power in
the player come from? It’s
really a combination of
strength, flexibility and
balance which creates
clubhead speed. If you are
strong and can’t rotate,
little power will be
generated.  Likewise if you
are weak and can rotate

the same effect will be true
again.

It is Bootcamp Week this
week at the Academy,
where we get to fit in 16
hours of coaching in four
days, usually Monday to
Thursday, where we cover
all areas of the game in a
lot of detail. Stripping the
game down to its bare
essentials. It’s a lot of fun,
exposing myths and
getting the players to focus
on the areas of the game
which will improve the
player the fastest.

“How strong are you?”
Came up this morning, it
really is an interesting
question because it comes
with a spectrum of answers.
Compared to what or
whom? For example,
compare it with yourself 10
years ago, or even 25 years
ago. Then there can be no
surprise that you have lost
distance. If you are going to
compare yourself to the
biggest boy on the block,
Brooks Koepka, you will
come off second best. For
that matter, everybody else
would too!

When I asked my guys
would they be able to knock
off 20 press ups, or a

couple of power lunges
they looked at me as if I
was crazy. Simple strength
and conditioning moves to
help the body and club
move faster are the
minimum for a golfer to
maintain current distance
and ward off the
inevitability of old age.

This goes in stark
contrast to what we see
most mornings when in the
gym. We have started to
liken the phenomena to a
vampire almost crossing
the threshold of holy
ground. There is a
reasonably long corridor to
the gym in Vila Sol’s hotel;
it is clearly signed and
obvious that a gym lives at
the end of the walk.
Watching residents peaking

round the corner, and then
the resident Physical Trainer
asking if she can help sends
the enquirer into all kinds of
nervous responses, our
favourites being, “No, that’s
not for me!” or “I’m way too
hungover to even consider
that!”

So, the next time you try
and squeeze that six-iron
the distance and it comes
up short, even though you

hit it well, remember you
have only two choices
available to you. Hit an
extra club, or get yourself
into the gym and work on
your flexibility along with
your strength and
conditioning. The first
choice is a lot easier, if you
are able to disconnect the
ego. The second comes
with a lot of discipline and
heaps more energy. Of

“But I don’t hit the ball as far as I would like to!” Said the amateur to the“But I don’t hit the ball as far as I would like to!” Said the amateur to the“But I don’t hit the ball as far as I would like to!” Said the amateur to the“But I don’t hit the ball as far as I would like to!” Said the amateur to the“But I don’t hit the ball as far as I would like to!” Said the amateur to the
Professional, as part of the introduction prior to the lesson.Professional, as part of the introduction prior to the lesson.Professional, as part of the introduction prior to the lesson.Professional, as part of the introduction prior to the lesson.Professional, as part of the introduction prior to the lesson.

English trio join Portugal Masters field
Former world number one Lee Westwood and fellow past champion Andy Sullivan
will tee up alongside Eddie Pepperell at the upcoming Portugal Masters.

Westwood will be
making his first
appearance at the
event, being held at

the Dom Pedro Victoria Golf
Course in Vilamoura between
October 24 and 27,  since
winning what was his 30th
professional title ten years ago.
In 2009, Westwood ended a
two-year wait for a European
Tour victory as he finished two
strokes ahead of Francesco
Molinari after carding his third
six under par round of the
tournament for a 23 under par
total. The win sparked a rich
vein of form which saw him win
the Race to Dubai that same
season and then become the
first Englishman since Nick

Faldo in 1994 to become World
Number One the following year.
“I have some happy memories of
Dom Pedro Victoria after winning
there in 2009,” said Westwood,
who had 26 top-ten finishes
between his 2007 British
Masters title and his Portugal
Masters victory.
“There had been a few close
calls between those two wins, so
I was really pleased to get over
the line in Portugal. A lot of
players talk about how this
tournament has gone from
strength to strength over the last
few years; I’m looking forward to
coming back and seeing how
the tournament has grown. It
also gives me a great
opportunity to tune-up ahead of

Lee Westwood will be making his first appearance at The PortugalLee Westwood will be making his first appearance at The PortugalLee Westwood will be making his first appearance at The PortugalLee Westwood will be making his first appearance at The PortugalLee Westwood will be making his first appearance at The Portugal
Masters since 2009.Masters since 2009.Masters since 2009.Masters since 2009.Masters since 2009.

my defence of the Nedbank Golf
Challenge, so I’m excited for the
week.”
“The Portugal Masters is an
event I always look for when the
schedule is released,” said
Sullivan. “It’s a great event and
it’s always nice to return to a
course where you’ve won
before. I always bring my family
to the event as they love it as
much as I do – and it never hurts
to have some extra support
whilst competing.
“This tournament gives us an
opportunity to start building some
momentum ahead of the final
three events of the year. I really
want to end the season strongly
and this event provides the
platform for that.”

course, the choice is yours.
If you like the idea of a

Bootcamp or a couple of
lessons, come and visit us
at the BLiP Expo this
weekend at the Portimão
arena. You will find us in the
‘Golfers Corner’ where we
have the best lesson prices
of the year available over
the weekend.  Just look for
Golf Integrated Academy, I
am sure we can help!
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Portugal ready for Luxembourg and Ukraine

Mixed fortunes in Europa League

Football Federation recordsFootball Federation recordsFootball Federation recordsFootball Federation recordsFootball Federation records
€3.6M profit€3.6M profit€3.6M profit€3.6M profit€3.6M profit

Sporting got their Europa League campaign up and running with a 2-1Sporting got their Europa League campaign up and running with a 2-1Sporting got their Europa League campaign up and running with a 2-1Sporting got their Europa League campaign up and running with a 2-1Sporting got their Europa League campaign up and running with a 2-1
comeback victory over LASK Linzcomeback victory over LASK Linzcomeback victory over LASK Linzcomeback victory over LASK Linzcomeback victory over LASK Linz

Despite creating numerous chances, FC Porto lost 2-0 at Feyenoord, while SC Braga letDespite creating numerous chances, FC Porto lost 2-0 at Feyenoord, while SC Braga letDespite creating numerous chances, FC Porto lost 2-0 at Feyenoord, while SC Braga letDespite creating numerous chances, FC Porto lost 2-0 at Feyenoord, while SC Braga letDespite creating numerous chances, FC Porto lost 2-0 at Feyenoord, while SC Braga let
victory slip in the dying minutes of a 2-2 draw against Slovan Bratislava at the Quarry.victory slip in the dying minutes of a 2-2 draw against Slovan Bratislava at the Quarry.victory slip in the dying minutes of a 2-2 draw against Slovan Bratislava at the Quarry.victory slip in the dying minutes of a 2-2 draw against Slovan Bratislava at the Quarry.victory slip in the dying minutes of a 2-2 draw against Slovan Bratislava at the Quarry.

Centre-back Bruno Viana went
from hero-to-villain; scoring to put
the Arsenalistas ahead, giving
away a penalty to concede the
equaliser and then scoring a late
own goal to allow the visitors to
escape with a share of the points.

However the moment of the
night occurred just after the hour
mark when 21-year-old Brazilian
forward Wenderson Galeno
showed what a talent he is with
an outrageously crafted goal,
sweetly striking an angled 20-
metre curling effort into the top
corner of the net with the Slovan
goalkeeper rooted to his spot.

V.Guimarães remained
pointless after losing 1-0 at home
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The Portuguese squad for the upcoming UEFA
Euro qualifiers has been announced. CHRIS WRIGHT

NNNNN

National coach Fernando Santos has
recalled Ricardo Pereira (Leicester City),
João Mário (Lokomotiv Moscow), Bruma
and André Silva  (PSV Eindhoven) to the
squad to face Luxembourg tonight
(Friday) at the José Alvalade Stadium,
Lisbon and on Monday against Ukraine at
the NSC Olympiyskiy Stadium in Kiev.

The big news is a first call-up for centre-
back Rúben Semedo, who has put
personal problems behind him and is
rewarded for an excellent start to the
season at Olympiako (Greece). Semedo’s
career appeared to be in tatters eighteen
months ago with the defender facing
charges and a possible jail sentence for
his involvement in separate incidents of
alleged assault, brandishing a firearm,
kidnapping and theft while at Villarreal
who quickly shipped him out on loan to
Spanish Second Division Champions SD
Huesca. Mid-season he joined Rio Ave,
again on-loan, for whom he turned in

some outstanding performances. A
permanent move to Olympiakos in the
summer has seen Semedo continue his
excellent form, becoming a key player
under Portuguese coach Pedro Martins
as the Greek giants have made a strong
start to the season.

Portugal are currently on a four-match
winning streak in competitive play and two
more victories against Luxembourg and
group leaders Ukraine will almost
certainly see the reigning Champions
qualify for the EURO 2020 finals. The
finals will be held in twelve European
countries between the 12 June and the
12 July, when for the first time the video
assistant referee (VAR) system will be
used at the UEFA European
Championship.

London will host the semi-finals and the
final at Wembley Stadium as it has the
largest capacity of any of the stadiums
entered for the competition.

to Frankfurt. Guimarães defied
expectation getting to the group
stages so to see them qualify and
then end up in a difficult group is
disappointing but it is a great
experience for them with a trip to
North London to face Arsenal
next on the agenda.

Despite being outplayed for the
majority of the match, Sporting
got their Europa League
campaign up and running with a
2-1 comeback victory over
Austrian outfit LASK Linz in
Lisbon. Under the cosh from the
start, the Lions found themselves
a goal down after sixteen
minutes through Marko Raguz.
Out of nowhere Sporting enjoyed

a fine five-minute spell and it
proved enough to turn around the
game. Luiz Phellype headed in
the equaliser from a Bruno
Fernandes corner, and the roles
were reversed soon after as the
Brazilian striker played in the
Sporting captain who rattled a
rasping cross-shot into the net off
the post. LASK’s dominance is
reflected in the statistics, the
Austrians winning on shots (22-
12), shots on targets (7-4),
corners (12-7) and possession
(53 percent-47 percent), but the
one statistic that mattered was in
Sporting’s favour, the 2-1 victory
making it two wins out of two for
new coach Silas.
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According to the Report
and Accounts to which Lusa
had access, the document,
which will be discussed and
voted on at the FPF General
Assembly (GA), on 19
October, details revenues of
about €84 million and
expenses of approximately
€79 million, amounts also
above projections.

In 2018/19, the FPF
collected €12.3million with
the victory in the League of
Nations, a value slightly
below the amount
collected through reaching
round 16 of the World 2018
(€12.6million), included in
the previous year’s

accounts, which also
counted with the premiums
of the semi-finals and final
of the Euro 2016
(€4.4million).

“This result is due to
several factors, including a
constant monitoring of the
budget, the result of the
national team’s
participation in the League
of Nations, an increase in
sports betting revenues,
and also an increase in the
general values of FPF
contracts, resulting from
the new direct negotiation
model adopted,” states the
body’s activity report.
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